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ABSTRACT
This project is directed to the performing violinist The works which are
analyzed in this smdy represent Ravel's major violin compositions. They include the
Sonatepour Violon et Violoncelle (1920-22),tiieSonatepour Violon et Piano (192327), and Tzigane (1924). In thesetiu-ecworks, Ravel's treatment of tiie violin varies
according to the style of the piece and the particular ensemble for which he is
composing. However, in each case, the writing for the violin is soloistic, requiring
virmosic technique of the performer. This smdy examines certainrelevantaspects of
the music which wiU ultimately guide the violinist to a higher level of technical and
artistic performance of these works.
A biographical sketch and an overview of general style characteristics provide
thereaderwith a broad personal, historical, and styhstic perspective of the composer
and his works. Subsequentiy, each of the works is analyzed from a structural and
styhstic perspective as weU asfroma performance perspective. The performer wUl
gain insights as to the basic formal stmcture of each work, the technical requirements
represented, solutions to specific technical problems, and interpretive approaches.

IV

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCnON
Throughout the course of music history, the violin has played a prominent role.
It has enduredfromits emergence in the early sixteenth century to the present with
remarkably htde change. It has functioned in the province of the Gypsy campfire, the
church, and the concert haU. It has been played alone, as in the partitas of Bach and the
caprices of Paganini, as weU as in ensembles with any number and combination of
instruments. The violin repertoire is one of the most vasdy endowed andrichlydiverse
of any instrument Maurice Ravel has provided the violinist with several unique,
inspired additions to therepertoire.Although Ravel's prindpal instrument was the
piano and the majority of his oeuvre includes keyboard, he wrote masterfiiUy for the
violin as weU. Ravel was not a particularly prolific composer, but his contributions
represent a surprising variety of styles and ensembles.
This project is directed to the performing violinist The works which arc
analyzed in this smdyrepresentRavel's major violin compositions. They include the
Sonatepour Violon et Violoncelle (1920-22),tiieSonatepour Violon et Piano (192327), and Tzigane (1924). In these three works, Ravel's treatment of the viohn varies
according to the style of the piece and the particular ensemble for which he is
composing. However, in each case, the writing for the viohn is soloistic, requiring
virmosic technique of the performer. This smdy examines certainrelevantaspects of
the music which wiU ultimately guide the violinist to a higher level of technical and
artistic performance of these woiks.
A biographical sketch and an overview of general style characteristics provide
thereaderwith a broad personal, historical, and styhstic perspective of the composer
and his music. Chapter IV addresses each work independentiy,relatingpertinent
historical information and subjecting each to a structural and styhstic analysis.
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Chapter V deals with specific technical considerations found in each of the works.
Individual problems are addressed and solutions suggested. Hnally, Chapter VI offers
some general observations and comparisons of the works. Appendices provide a
discography as weU as the scores of the works so that thereadermay place in broader
context the specific musical examples in the text
Many areas of Ravel's work have already been smdied in both pubhshed
sources and dissertations. Whereas these documents discuss Ravel's piano and vocal
works rather fuUy, there have been no smdies made of the violin rcpertoire. This smdy
is intended to make these works more accessible to the performer and to aid the violinist
in creating a more informed and artistic performance.

CHAPTER n
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
Joseph Maurice Ravel was the eldest of two sons bom to Pierre Joseph and
Marie Ravel. Maurice's father, Joseph, was of Swiss dtizcnry and was a dvU engineer
by trade. In 1873, he married Marie Delouart, who was of Basque ancestry. Together
they made their home in Ciboure, France, a smaU BasquefishingviUage near the
Spanish border. Maurice was bom on March 17,1875, when Marie was thirty-five
years old and Joseph was forty-three. In June of the same year, the Ravel family
moved to Paris. It was in this center of European artistic influence that Ravel
developed into one of France's foremost composers.
Joseph was a free-thinking and inventive man and played a part in the early
development of the automobUe in France. When his sons were young, they often
visited various factories which the boys found fasdnating. Although Joseph was an
engineer by trade, he was very interested in music. Thus, when Maurice showed an
interest in and an aptimde for music, he was encouraged and given every opportunity to
pursue that path.
Maurice's earliest musical memories were of the Basque folk songs that his
mother sang to him as a child. As Ravel never married, his mother remained the
dominant female influence in his hfe. Maurice and his mother maintained an extremely
closerelationshipuntil her death in 1917, and Maurice long mourned her passing.
Maurice began taking piano lessons with Henry Ghys at the age of seven. At
twelve, he smdied harmony with Charles Ren6, who praised Maurice's compositions
for "their perfect coherence and . . . tiie curious originahty of their melodic line."*
As is true with many youngsters, Maurice was oftenreticentto practice and required
* Roland Manuel, Maurice Ravel (London: Dennis Dobson Limited, 1947), p.
18.

frequent prodding and even bribingfromhis parents. Nonetheless, he passed the piano
profidency examination and entered the Paris Conservatoire in 1889. His years at the
conservatory were marked by adequate progress on the piano, butfrequentacademic
faUure. WhUe there, he played much of the nineteenth-century piano htcrature and
analyzed the standard repertoire of aU the great masters. However, because of the
greater abihty denxjnstrated by his peers, it became clear to Maurice that his talents
could be better served in the pursuit of a career in composition. ^
WhUe at the conservatory and throughout his hfe. Ravel smdied the works of
Mozart, Strauss, Schumann, Weber, Chopin, Liszt, and Saint-Saens. Among his
contemporaries, he admired Satie, Chabrier, Debussy, Balakirev, Borodin, and
Rimsky-Korsakov. At the conservatory. Ravel smdied composition with Gabriel
Faur6, whom he highlyrespected;however, Maurice's works met with httie success in
the eyes of his other teachers or the pubhc. Many of Ravel's smdent works were
poorly received untU 1901, when the piano piece, Jeux d'eau, was pubhshed with
virtually universal approval.
By the turn of the century, Ravel's personahty had attained enduring traits. He
was generaUy thought to be a dandy-fastidious and eccentric in his dress and carrying
himself erect despite his diminutive stature. Heremainedratherremotefiumhis
classmates and had only a few very close fiiends. His closest fiiend at the
conservatory, Ricardo Viiies, described Ravel in a journal entry:
Ravel is one of the most unlucky and misunderstood people of aU
because, in the eyes of the crowd, he passes for a faUure, whereas in
reahty he is someone of superior inteUect and artistic gifts, at odds with
his surroundings and worthy of the greatest success in the future. He
is, what's more, very complex: there is in him a mixture of medieval

2 Arbie Orenstein, Ravel: Man and Music (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1975), p. 19.

Catiiolicism and a satanic impiety, but he also has a love of an and
beauty which guides him and makes him respond sincerely.^
He was attracted to things poetic, elegant, exotic, and esoteric. As for his music, he
followed "an inherent demand for clarity, logic, [and] proportion,"^ equal totiiatin his
personal life.
In 1900, Ravel began an assodation with a group called Les Apaches, which
was to last untU the onset of World War I. The group consisted of young musicians,
artists, writers, and critics who were dedicated to supporting and defending
contemporary arts,regardlessof pubhc consensus. Together, they attended concerts,
plays, and exhibits, and sjDent long evenings discussing phUosophy and performing
new works for one another. The ideas raised in this progressive environment would
prove to influence Ravel's attimdes, not only about con^sition, but also phUosophy,
politics, and other subjects as weU. Many of therelationshipsestabhshed at that time
would endure throughout his entire life.
Beginning in 1900, and for four consecutive years. Ravel subnutted works to
compete for the Grand Prix de Rome in Composition. In each case he faUed to take the
first prize. He entered onefinaltimein 1905 at the age of thirty, which was the age
hmit for eligibiUty. By that time he had pubhshed several successful works including
Jeux d'eau and the String Quartet. The faculty at the conservatory disqualified his
entry because herefusedto abide by traditional academic rules of composition, and,
therefore, his works were considered, intiieirstaid opinion, dangerously progressive.
The publicity generated from this move caused such a scandal that the Director of the
3 Ricardo Vines, Diary entry dated November 1986 in Revue Internationale de
musiquefrangaise, 1/2 (June 1980), p. 183-95, quoted in Roger Nichols, Rctvel
Remembered (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1988), p. 6.
^ Maurice Ravel, "Mr. Ravel Retums," interview by Olin Downes, New York
Times (February 26,1928), quoted in Arbie Orenstein, comp. and ed., A Ravel
Reader: Correspondence, Articles, Interviews (New York: Columbia University Press,
1990), p. 457.

Paris Conservatoire, Thdodore Dubois, was forced to resign. He was succeeded by
Gabriel Faur6, who consequentiy directed the conservatory with a more open-minded
approach. Despite Ravel's tumulmous tenure at the conservatory and his rather strained
relationship with many of the faculty there, he continued to partidpate in juries
(including the Prix de Rome) at the request of Faur6 and his successor, Henri Rabaud,
until 1933, when his failing health made it impossible for him to continue to do so.^
Also in 1905, Ravel accepted an agreement with the pubhsher Durand and
Company who, even to this day, has exclusiverightsto pubhsh much of Ravel's
music. Supported by his admirers and undaunted by his critics. Ravel produced, in the
pre-World War I years, works for voice and piano, for piano alone, an opera, a baUet,
and other works for various ensembles. The avaUabiUty of these new works spurred
performances of his music aU over western Europe and even in America. By the
outbreak of World War I in 1914, Ravel had estabhshed himself as one of France's
leading composers.
With the onset of the war. Ravel made an attempt to enhst in the mihtary. He
was denied entrance into the army because of healthreasons;however, he felt strongly
about serving his country. In 1915, at the age of thirty-nine. Ravel joined the air force
and was assigned to the Thirteenth ArtiUery Regiment as a truck driver. After serving
18 months in sometimes dangerous circumstances, he underwent surgery for
dysentery, thus ending his participation in the war effort.
In January of 1917, Ravel's mother died at the age of seventy-six. Her passing
was such a devastating blow to Maurice that, for three years, his creative momenmm
ebbed. The only piece completed in the year of his mother's death was a piano work.

5 Orenstein, Ravel: Man and Music, p. 48n.

he Tombeau de Couperin. Each movement of this suite is dedicated to the memory of a
fiiend who lost his life in the war.
After his service in the war and the death of his mother. Ravel was plagued with
incessant insomnia, which further contributed to the dechning state of his already
fragUe health and mental weU-being. This condition would torment the man for the rest
of his life and may have accounted for some of his odd or eccentric behaviors.
Ravel's creative momenmmfinaUyreturnedin 1919, and he began working on
several commissions and transcriptions. In January of 1920, Ravel was nominated to
the Legion of Honour. Despite encouragementfromhisfriendsto accept the honor, he
declined the nomination. He perceived acceptance as tantamount to acknowledging that
the state had therightto judge the worth of an artist's work.^ His refiisal was viewed
as snobbery by those who did not know him.
In the same year, 1920, Ravel began work on the Sonata for Violin and Cello,
although he was not to complete it untU 1922. Even though he had always been slow
and deUberate, his work became even more labored as his insomnia persisted.
For some time. Ravel had been seeking a permanentresidencethat was rural
and yet close enough to Paris so that he could stiU accept professional engagements. In
1921, he found the perfect house in the town of Montfort-rAmaury located about thirty
mUes west of Paris. With a balcony and garden that overlookedroUinghills and green
forests, he named the place "Le Belv6d^re," meaning the beautiful view. The rooms
were decorated to Ravel's own unique tastes and specifications and fUled with his
coUection of miniaturefigurinesand other oddities. Here, he found a secluded haven in
which to work and also a place to entertain his close friends and smdents.

6 Norman Demuth, Ravel (London: J. M. Dent and Sons, 1947), p. 34.

In 1923, Ravel dedded to write a sonata fw violin and piano. Although it
commanded his fiiU attention for a time, he was distractedfromit by several other
projects, one of them being Tzigane, a Hungarian rhapsody for violin and orchestra
which he composed rather quickly in 1924. Other projects mcluded the orchestration of
Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition and the composition of a luUaby for viohn and
piano. Berceuse sur le nom de Gabriel Fauri. FinaUy, the sonata was completed in
1927.
In the foUowing year Ravel made an extensive tour of the United States and
Canada, visiting twenty-five dties on both coasts and several points in between. The
four-month tour was very successful, and Ravel found the trip to be exhUarating, yet
exhausting. On hisreturnto France, there awaited invitations from aU over Europe to
appear as soloist, accompanist, and conductor in concerts of his own works. Ravel
had indeed estabhshed quite an impressive international reputation.
His next project was the baUet, Bolero, which was based on a single rhythmic
motive and melodic themerepeatedthroughout Ravel caUed it "a work for orchestra
without music. "7 Some critics caUed it "a crescendo for orchestra,"^ and suggested
that itrepresentedan erosion of Ravel's musicahty. It became, probably, his most
popular and best known work.
During the foUowing years, his creative energy slowly diminished. In 1931, he
completed two piano concertos. One of them, written entirely for the left hand, was
commissioned by the Austrian pianist, Paul Wittgenstein, who had lost hisrightarm in
the war. In October, 1932, on Ravel'sreturnfroma European tour with the other
piano concerto, the taxi in which he was a passenger coUided with another vehicle.

7 Ibid., p. 40.
8 Ibid., p. 119.
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Altiiough he suffered only supcrfidal injuries, his nervousness and bouts with
insomnia became more pronounced. It was during the foUowing summer that he began
experiencing difficulty in writing and speaking and loss of memory. After spending tiie
autumn monthsresting,his condition improved enough to conduct what was to be his
final performance in November. At the same time, the Soviet government extended an
invitation to Ravel to bring his music to Russia, but he was unable to obhge.
Regrettably, Ravel was never able to visit Russia, a country whose music played an
importantrolein his styhstic development
The final years of Ravel's life were fmstrating to him as he was unable to
transfer the ideas in his head to the page. Hisfiiendslooked after him, taking him to
concerts and keeping him otherwise occupied. Even in the last year of his life, he
continued to coach performances of his own music.
On December 17, 1937, Ravel was admitted to a Paris hospital. Two days later
he underwent brain surgery. Although the procedure atfirstseemed to be successful.
Ravel soon lapsed into a coma and died on the morning of December 28. In attendance
at the funeral were, among many others, his brother Edouard Ravel, Robert Casadesus,
Darius Milhaud, Francis Poulenc, and Igor Stravinsky.^ Because Maurice never
married and Edouard married late in life and had no chUdren, this branch of the Ravel
lineage drew to a close.

9 Orenstein, Ravel: Man and Musician, p. 108.
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CHAPTER m
INFLUENCES AND GENERAL STYLE
There was music in Maurice Ravel's life nearly ftom the moment of his birth, the
earUest examples being the Basque and Spanish folk songs simg to him by his mother.
Through his mother. Ravel acquired his "love of the Basque country, its people, and its
folklore, as weU as a deep sympathy for the music of Spain."* Her influence is clearly
indicated by Ravel's predUection for folk tunes and modal tonahties. This ethnic
consciousness and arichnational musical heritage permeated the very soul of Ravel's
music. Ravel beheved that "an artist should be international in his judgments and
esthetic appreciations and incorrigibly national when it comes to the province of creative
art."2 Above aU else, Ravel's music was French. About his earhest music education.
Ravel recounted, "I was much interested in mechanisms. . . . I visited factories often,
very often, as a smaU boy with my father. It was these machines, their chcking and
roaring, which, with the Spanish folk songs sung to me at night-time as a berceuse by
my mother, formed my first instruction in music!"^
From his father then, Maurice acquired his appredation for weU-crafted
machinery. Stravinsky even referred to him as "the most perfect of Swiss
clockmakers,"^ aUuding to the fact that Ravel would never let anyone see a work untU
he was sure there was not a single detaU on which he could improve. Also, as
mentioned previously, Ravel's father was something of an inventor and played a
1 Orenstein, Ravel: Man and Musician, p. 8.
2 Maurice Ravel, "Mr. Ravel Returns," interview with Olin Downes, New
York Times (February 26, 1928), quoted in Orenstein, A Ravel Reader, p. 458.
3 Ravel, "Maurice Ravel, Man and Musician," interview by OUn Downes, New
York Times (August 7, 1927), quoted m Orenstein, A Ravel Reader, p. 450.
4 Roger Nichols, Ravel (London: J. M. Dent & Sons, 1977), p. 1.
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significant role in the eariy development of the automobUe. Perhaps this is the source
of Maurice's inventive nature. Although Ravel's styleremainedremarkablyconsistent
throughout his career, he was always looking for some new idea or device to try in his
next composition. To this end, it is interesting to note that, in his dossier of chamber
music, there exists only one work for each specific combination of instruments. These
various combinations afforded him the opportunity tofindunique solutions to the
problems of balance and color.
Twofiguresstand out as important factors in Ravel's early development at the
Paris Conservatory. Thefirstwas Andr6 Gddalge, with whom Ravel studied
counterpoint and orchestration. In the course of these smdies. Ravel learned a classical
technique based on Bach and Mozart Upon the death of his teacher. Ravel reflected:
"You may not understand everything that G^dalge meant to me: He taught me to realize
the possibihties and stmctural attempts which may be seen in my earhest works. His
teaching was of unusual clarity: with him, one understood immediately that technique
is not simply a scholastic abstraction. "5 Ravel dedicated his Trio for piano, viohn, and
ceUo(1914)toG^dalge.
The second importantfigurewas that of Gabriel Faiir6 with whom Ravel
studied composition. Unlike some faculty members at the conservatory, Faurf
recognized Ravel's talent and encouraged the young composer's experiments and
innovations. Faure's composition classes were rather informal,resemblinga forum as
smdents performed and discussed their works. Faur6 never insisted or even suggested
that smdents imitate his style, but instead encouraged the younger composers to search
out their own musical personahty and forge their own path. For this reason, his
smdents had the utmostrespectfor him, and his music had an enormous impact on not
5 Ravel, La Revue musicale, (March 1,1926), p. 255, quoted in Orenstein, A
Ravel Reader, p. 35n.
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only his smdents' development, but on aU of French music as weU. Ravel assessed
Fame's influence as foUows:
He proposed no formulas to his pupUs, urging them, on the contrary, to
beware of stereotyped workmanship. His penetrating individuahty,
more subtie than innovative, always loathed convenient artifices, and it
offers no rewards to epigones. . . . Faure's mysterious techniques
captivate us even more and fatigue us less, owing to their subtiety and
quiet demeanor; their discretion is their strength.^
Ravel dedicated Jeux d'eau, an early piano work which predpitated a new approach to
French piano composition, as weU as his String Quartet "to my dear teacher Gabriel
Faur6." Also, in the Berceuse sur le nom de Gabriel Fauri for viohn and piano. Ravel
used the letters of his mentor's name as the basis for the opening melody.
To Ravel, Mozart was the most perfect of aU composers. Often, Ravel would
begin work on a new piece with a Mozart score before him, using it as a most worthy
model and a source of inspiration. The technical mastery, the melodic purity, the
formal clarity, and the element of mischief are the characteristics of Mozart's works that
so enamored Ravel. Ravel once spoke of his own music, saying it was "quite simple,
nothing but Mozart "^ Ravel considered Mozart to be the source of his own musical
lineage; however. Ravel did not approve of what had transpired at the hands of
Beethoven and the German romanticists. A neoclassicist at heart. Ravelrejectedthe
more recent trends in music in favor of an earUer heritage, which accounts for his return
to smictured forms, thinner textures, and emotional reserve. In describing his aesthetic
principles. Ravel said, "I would ask to be allowed to identify myself with the simple
pronouncements made by Mozart on this subject. He confined himself to saying that

6 Ravel, "The Songs of Gabriel Faur6," interview by Roland-Manuel, La
Revue musicale, 3 (October 1922), pp. 22-27, quoted m Orenstein, A Ravel Reader, p.
387.
"7 Orenstein, A Ravel Reader, p. 38n.
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tiiere is nothing that music can not undertake to do, or dare, or portray, provided it
continues to charm and alwaysremainsmusic."^
Of Ravel's contemporaries, he was particularly impressed by two feUow
Frenchmen. Thefirstwas Emmanuel Chabrier (1841-94). Altiiough many of
Chahrier's works exhibit the charateristics of the late Romanticists, Chabrier was the
first French composer to mm away from the heavy subjectivity of that period in favor
of a more hght-hearted and sometimes humorous style. The orchestral riiapsody,
Espana, for which he is bestremembered,also exhibits the Spanishflavorof which
Ravel was so fond. Also held in great esteem was Erik Satie (1866-1925). Ravel not
only admired his music, but was a devotedfriendas weU. Early in his career, Satie
commented to Debussy, "We want our own music, and if possible-without the
sauerkraut."^ In shunning the Wagnerian Romantic influence, Satie aimed at
emotional simphcity. His use of Gregorian chant and medieval modes had a significant
effect on the dissolution of the major-minor tonal system. However, Satie was
opposed to the ethereahty and ambiguity of Impressionism and felt that aU other factors
were subservient to the requirements dictated by the melodic line, a position which
Ravel, too, adopted in the 1920s. In describing the way in which Satie influenced
himself and other modem French composers. Ravel commented:
He was a great experimenter. . . . Simply and ingeniously Satie
pointed the way, but as soon as another musician took to the traU he had
indicated, Satie would immediately change his own orientation and
without hesitation open up stiU another path to newfieldsof
experimentation. He thus became the inspiration of countiess
progressive tendencies; and whUe he himself may, perhaps, never have
wrought out of his own discoveries a single complete work of art.

8 Roland-Manuel, "Lettres de Maurice Ravel et documents inedits," Revue de
musicologie, 38 (July 1956), p. 53, quoted in Orenstein, A Ravel Reader, p. 38.
9 Victor I. Seroff, Maurice Ravel (New Yoric: Henry Holt & Co., 1953), p.
33.
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nevertheless we have to-day many such works which might not have
come into existence if Satie had never hved.*0
Ravel was weU acquainted with the music of other nationahties. One school
which influenced Ravel's style profoundly was that of the Russians, particularly
Rimsky-Korsakov, Borodin, and Mussorgsky. Although Ravel recognized that there
were technical shortcomings evident in their music (Ravel was, after aU, such a
perfectionist himself), he admired their use of modal inflection, exotic melodies, and
suave orchestration.il
Of the German composers. Ravel thought Schoenberg had an enormous
influence on the course of musical evolution. Even though Ravel never adopted the
concept of atonahty, he greatiy admired Schoenberg's attempt to break awayfromand
directiy oppose the heavy Romantidsm which he inherited from Wagner. Ravel had
this to say about the importance of Schoenberg's work:
We have often heard orreadthat atonahty is a blind aUey leading
nowhere, but I do not accept the vahdity of this opinion; because, whUe
as a system it may be so, it certainly cannot be as an influence. In fact,
the influence of Schoenberg may be overwhelming on his foUowers, but
the significance of his art is to be identified with the influences of a more
subtie kind—not the system, but the aesthetic, of his art.*^
Another national influence that can be seen in the later works of Ravel is the jazz
idiomfromAmerica. Jazz and blues bands became quite popular in Paris in the 1920s.
Since Ravel was imable to sleep due to his insomnia, he spent many evenings, and
even entire nights, wandering the streets of Paris and visiting cabarets and night clubs,
where he became fascinated by the exotic melodies and rhythms and the novel effects of
jazz. Ravel was intrigued by the works of George Gershwin and felt that more
*0 Ravel, "Contemporary Music," Rice Institute Pamphlet, 15 (April, 1928), p.
131-45, quoted in Orenstem, A Ravel Reader, p. 45.
**Orenstein,/?flve/.- Man and Music, p. 125.
12 Ibid., pp. 46-7.
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American composers should reflect this national element in their work. As for his own
use of jazz, he said, "Fascinated as I am by this idiom, I cannot possibly feel it as I
would if I were an American. It is to me a picturesque adventure in composition to
develop some ideas suggested by American popular music, but my musical thinking is
entirely national-unmistakably so, I fancy, to the most casual listener."l^
The names of Ravel and Debussy are often linked as exemplifying
Impressionism in music. It is a term of which neither musician approved. They felt
that Impressionism was a style which apphed to art and that it had norelationshipto
music. The term originated with a movement in painting and poetry which was
centered in Paris during the late nineteenth and eariy twentieth centuries. As for the
artist. Impressionism manifested itself in the selection of informal subject matter, the
representation of vague impressions of images, and the juxtaposition of unblended dabs
of color. The poet abandoned storyteUing and, instead, expressed a thought by using
symbohsm and nuance. Composers eventuaUy adopted these trends by writing "a
music that hints rather than states; in which successions of colors take the place of
dynamic development, and 'atmospheric' sensations supersede heroic pathos, a music
that is vague and intangible as the hght of day."i^ This definition quite aptiy describes
the music of Debussy and, to a considerably lesser degree, some of the earher works of
Ravel.
Although Debussy was thuteen years Ravel's senior, they shared a kindred
spirit. They maintained a cordial friendship untU theirrespectivefoUowers and the
critics of music forged a wedge ofrivalrybetween them. Theu- previously supportive
relationship succumbed to the barrage of constant comparisons and accusations of one
13 Ravel, "Mr. Ravel Returns," interview by Olin Downes, New York Times
(February 26,1928), quoted m Orenstem, A Ravel Reader, pp. 458-9.
14 Wilh Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, 2nd ed., s.v. "Impressionism."
15

composer imitatingtiieotiier. In acmahty, each was mfluenced bytiie©tiler's
achievements. After Debussy's death. Ravel proclaimed hisrespectfor his coUeague as
foUows: Debussy was
the most phenomenal genius in the history of French music. . . .
Beneathtiiefineand dehcate veU of atmospheric surface, one may easUy
discover arefinedprecision of design, characteristicaUy French. His
genius was obviously one of great individuality, creating its own laws,
constantiy in evolution, expressing itselffiieely,yet always faithfiil to
French tradition. For Debussy, the musician and the man, I have had
profound admiration, but by nature I am differentfromDebussy, l^
It is true that they shared a preference for smaUer forms, thinner textures, modal
melodies, and dance rhythms. On the other hand, whUe Ravel's formal constraction is
based on Oassical design, he felt that Debussy's formal structures were too vague or
elusive. Ravel placed more importance on the melodic line within a tonal fi:amework,
whUe Debussy emphasized afluid,amalgamous texture within an elusive tonahty.
Debussy's approach to harmony was vertical or chordal, whUe Ravel's partiahty to the
melodic line made his approach more horizontal. It is tme that in earher years Ravel's
works more closelyresembledthose of the older master, but Ravel quickly developed
his own style. His admiration never dwindled though, and he mentioned once that he
would like to have Debussy's Prilude d I'Apres-midi d'unfaune played at his funeral, a
work Ravel described as "the only score ever written that is absolutely perfect "l^
Composition did not come easily for Ravel, and in his lifetime he completed
only about sixty works. He was meticulous in his attention to detail, working and
reworking parts until he was completely satisfied with the results. Ravel stated, "My
objective . . . is technical perfection. I can strive unceasingly to this end, since I am
certain of never being able to attain it The important thing is to get nearer to it aU the
15 Ravel, "Contemporary Music," quoted m Orenstem, A Ravel Reader, p. 45.
16 Nichols, Ravel Remembered, p. 101.
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time."l7 To this end, when he coached performances of his own music, he inevitably
cautioned against over-romantidzmg and insisted that every written instruction be
foUowed UteraUy.18
As part of the compositional process. Ravel generaUy drew up an overaU plan
for each new work, much as an architea would initiaUy create a blueprint In selecting
a formal outline. Ravel stayed within the traditional Qassical structures such as the
multi-movement sonata and concerto. Individual movements, too, are often in the
classicaUy oriented sonata and three-part fonns. He had no particular recipe for good
form, but he was very sensitive to poor form or the lack of unity and balance. In
talking about the form of other composers' works. Ravel said, "The one and only test
of good form is continuity of interest"!^ One of the main characteristics of Ravel's
woik:s is his cychc treatment of material. Nearly aU of his multi-movement works
employ recurrent themes or devices for the purpose of unifying and balancing a work.
Within individual movements or pieces,repeatedmaterial is always altered in some way
in order to keep it fresh and interesting.
Ravel was more interested in linear motion than in harmonic constmction. His
melodies characteristicaUy combined traits of modem tonaUty and older modal systems.
Of these systems. Ravel preferred the Dorian and Phrygian modes typicaUy found in
French and Basque folk songs and in the music of the Russians that he had come to
admire. In addition. Ravel employed the pentatonic scale and other innovative modes.
Often found are scales with certain notes omitted which make identification equivocal.

17 Roland-Manuel, "Lettres," quoted in Orenstein, A Ravel Reader, p. 38.
18 Vlado Perlemuter and Hdene Jourdan-Morhange, Ravel According to Ravel,
trans. Frances Tanner, ed. Harold Taylor (London: Kahn & AveriU, 1988), p. 3.
19 M. D. Calvocoressi, Musician's Gallery (London, 1933), p. 52, quoted in
Nichols, Ravel, p. 157.
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His use of the major mode was limited over aU, and he rarely used the whole-tone
scale, which was encountered morefrequentiyin the works of Debussy. Ravel's
melodies are generaUy developed by sequence or repetitionratherthan motivic
development, as was customary in the Classical and Romantic periods.
Ravel's harmonic language was a logical outgrowth of that of his predecessors.
At a time when many Viennese composers were favoring techniques which virtually
obhterated tonahty. Ravel maintained the tradition of a basicaUy diatonic language.
Typically, the tonal center changedfrequentiy.The modulations progressed most often
to distantiyrelatedkeys, and he showed a preference for keysrelatedby a fourth. The
frequent occiurence of pedal-points and ostinatos was a source of many dissonances.
His early works demonstrate the characteristic use of tonic sevenths and ninths of that
period, but in the 1920s, due to his increased emphasis on counterpoint, he began
exploiting bitonal harmonies.
Rhjrthmically, Ravel's music is fairly straightforward, in comparison with that
of his contemporaries. His rhj^thms were often inspired by dances and folk songs.
For the most part. Ravel was content with traditional meters, but when he did write
something using irregular meters, it was not comphcated.
Ravel is particularly weU-known for his genius as an orchestrator. At those
times when his creative inertia lapsed, he transcribed, in various ways, nearly half of
his own works, as well as many works by other composers.
The works which are considered in this document were aU written after 1920.
At the age of forty-five. Ravel was in a position where his works no longer displayed
avant-garde techniques. A group of young French composers known as Les Six took
a position against the music of Debussy and Ravel in favor of sparser textures, atonahty
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or polytonality, and jazz.20 Even as they disparaged his music. Ravel spoke highly of
their innovative ideas and even altered his own techniques. To this end, the works of
the later years give evidence of a more austere style, more contr^untal writing,
bitonahty, and the influence of jazz and blues. In the end, the members of L^5 Six
eased their hostihties toward Ravel. Ultimately, most people would agree that Ravel's
music has survived the test of time better than that of his younger contemporaries.
Ravel's music embodies the essence of the French spirit Like the man, the
music iUustrates clarity, logic, proportion, sincerity, and sophistication. Ravel was
constantiy seeking ways to keep his music fresh and to surprise his listeners. Yet after
decades ofrepeatedperformances, even if it no longer surprises, it never faUs to please.

20 The members of Les Six mcluded Georges Auric (1899-1983), Louis Durcy
(1888-1979), Artiiur Honegger (1892-1955), Darius Milhaud (1892-1974), Frands
Poulenc (1899-1963), and Germaine Tailleferre (1892-1983).
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CHAPTER IV
STYLISTIC ANALYSIS
The Sonata for Violin and Cdlo
The instrumentation of the Sonata for Violin and Cello was not original with
Ravel. In the eighteenth century, combinations such as violin and viola de gamba or
violin and ceUo were very popular. Karl Stamitz, Haydn, Boccherini, and Pleyel were
among a number of composers who wrote violin and ceUo duos. Very httie was
written for this combination again imtU the twentieth century, perhaps because
composers of the Romantic period preferred ensembles which provided fuUer textures.
Kodily wrote his famous Duo for violin and ceUo in 1914, eight years before Ravel's
duo was completed. Ravel was very interested in Kodily's music, so even though
Kod^y's duo was not pubhshed untU 1922, it is possible that Ravel was aware of the
work and had seen the score.
Ravel began working on the Duo for Violin and Cello, as it was originally
tided, in the summer of 1920. Thefirstmovement of the duo was dedicated to the
memory of Debussy, who had died just two years earher. The movement was
commissioned by Henry Prani^res, the editor of the periodical. La Revue Musicale, for
a special issue commemorating Debussy. The first movement of the duo appeared in
the musical supplement to the December 1920 issue of the magazine. Ravel struggled
with the remainder of the work, and in a letter dated September 1921, he wrote, "This
devil of a Duo is giving me agony. "1 Because of Ravel's preoccupation with other
compositions, tours, and other engagements, the completion of the entire work was
delayed untU February of 1922. Attiiattime, however, hereahzedthat "the scherzo
was much too highly developed, much too long and ugly,"2 and he started over with
1 Victor I. Seroff, Maurice Ravel (New York: Holt, 1953), p. 227.
2 Ibid.
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fi^sh material. The prenuere of the duo, which Ravel was not able to attend, took
place in Paris on April 6 at a concert sponsored by the Sod^t^ Musicale Ind^pendente.
The performing artists were violinist H61^ne Jourdan-Morhange and cellist Maurice
Mar6chal. Reportedly, there were more dissonances in the performance than Ravel had
acmally written, and the work was met with mixed reviews. Subsequent performances
of the work, perhaps more accurately performed, were received with more enthusiasm.
The sonata is now one among a handful of currentiy performed compositions for this
instrumentation and is a major part of therepertoire.It is widely performed, and many
recordings of the work are readUy avaUable.
Many skUls are required in order to perform the work. Since it is a chamber
work, the same spirit of cooperation and concUiation exists as when perfcnming a piece
such as a string quartet Yet in a piece for only two instmments, each voice is always
significant and consequential. Therefore, one needs to assume the attitude of a solo
player. Many passages in this sonata require techniques which wouldrivalthose
required to perform a concerto. However, the difficulties are inherent in the structural
requirements of a perfect piece of art, and not as a showcase for the performers.
The Sonata for Violin and Cello displays an interesting combination of forces at
work. It is as if Ravel gleaned from aU periods of music history those aspects which
suited his own unique style. Even though in many ways Ravel was forward-thinking
and inventive, several of his techniques arereminiscentof those used as far back as the
Middle Ages. The two voice texture, the modal inflection, the unprepared and
unresolved dissonances, and the frequent use of parallel fourths andfifthsas found in
paraUel organum, aU aUude to an earher time. Imitation, used as an organizational
device in the Renaissance, is oneresourceused by Ravel in place of extended thematic
development His choice of form stems directiy fromtiieformal design of sonatas of
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tiie Classical era. Yet with aU of this historical influence, tiie woric is farfitxmbeing an
update of old notions. It is definitely contemporary to his era and distinctiy Ravel.
Ravel reduces the texture to a minimum, using the two instruments in an
essentiaUy melodic style. The medium is particularly weU-suited to Ravel's language.
It does not cater to excessive amounts of sound or emotion. Instead, every note is
important, and the writing is crystal clear. So must be the playing.
Ravel himself said of the piece, "I think this sonata marks a tuming-pomt in my
career. The music is stripped down to the bone. The aUure of harmony isrejectedand
increasingly there is areturnof emphasis on melody. "3 Ravel clearlyrestrictshis
scope not only in terms of instrumentation, but style as weU. This idea of establishing
weU-defined compositional parameters is not at aU unlike Ravel. Probably his most
popular work is Bolero, in which he successfiiUy attempts to buUd and maintain interest
whUerepeatingthe same melodic andriiythmicmaterial over and over again.
Ravel opts to combine two essentiaUy melodic instruments with the potential for
a wide range in pitch andtimbre.In exploring therealmof timbre, he utilizes many
sounds which are unique to the famUy of strings such as pizzicato, harmonics,
multiple-stopped chords, glissandi, andricochetand various other bowings. Ravel's
treatment of the parts is basicaUy limited to writing for two independent melodic lines or
one melodic line with accompaniment. Ravel uses both of these options equaUy, only
occasionaUy leaving either instmment to play alone. He manages to maintain a dehcate
balance between two equal instruments in a way that creates interest without regretting
the exclusion of other instruments. One might expect the violin to predominate because
of its higherregister,but this is not the case. The two instruments are truly equal
partners.

3 Nichols, Ravel, p. 111.
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Ravel chooses the Classical stmcture of the sonata fortiiiswork. It is
comprised of four movements, ordered fast-fast-slow-fast As is characteristic of
Ravel's writing, cychc treatment binds the four movements together. There are two
basic unifying devices which are used as pronunent ideas in each movement. The fu^i
device is the bimodal vacillation between the minor and major mode of a single triad,
resulting in a clear tonal center, but an ambiguous mode (Ex. 4.1).
Ex. 4.1: Minor-major figure (first mvt, meas. 1-5)

4:^^-^X^I;i^i^^
e 1922 Dunnd SA. Editions MiMicalea
Editiooi A J U J^LA. St Dunnd S A . Editions Musicales
Joint Publication
Used By Ptnsuam Of The Publisber
S<de RepiCKnutive U.S A., Theodora Rresser Compeny

The first movement opens with this minor-major idea and sets the stage for the bimodal
character which pervades the entire work. Thisfigureis used predominantiy as
accompaniment in the first movement, but its use is so widespread that it becomes a
factor of primary significance.
The second unifying device involves the sequencing of consecutive major
sevenths. This particular succession of nine pitches is suggestive of the twelve-tone
technique of Schoenberg. However because of its tonal environment and its relatively
hmited scope, it is, more likely, the coincidentalresultof the manipulation of the
interval of the major seventh. Ravel uses this device both melodically and harmonically
(Ex. 4.2a & b).
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Ex. 4.2: Major seventh figure
(a) Melodic usage of tiie major seventhfigure(first mvt, meas. 52-55)
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(b) Harmonic usage of the major seventhfigure(second mvt., meas. 142-149)
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First Movement
Thefirstmovement of the sonata, marked "AUegro," is in sonata-aUegro form
in as far as it possesses an exposition, development, recapitulation, and coda. The
tonal and modal changes arefrequentand far exceed Classical standards. The
exposition begins with the A minor-major figure. Even though it is repeated to form an
ostinato, the uneasiness created by the constantflucmationbetween minor and major
provides the energy to avoid any monotony. Throughout the piece, there are countiess
examples of this perfect balance between unity and variety, complexity and simphdty.
The ostinato becomes an accompaniment to thefirsttheme, which is stmctured in two
parts. The melody in the first part is a haunting mne in Dorian mode. The composite
tonahties then involve a melody in A Dorian over an A minor-major accompaniment
Thus, tiie tonic is clear, buttiiemode is ambiguous (Ex. 4.3).
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Ex. 4.3: First mvt, first theme, part 1 (meas. 5-17)
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The second part of the theme at measure 47 employs the pattern of consecutive
major sevenths. This harsh and biting theme provides a strident contrast to the serenity
of the preceding theme (Ex. 4.4).
Ex. 4.4: First mvt., first theme, part 2, ceUo (meas. 47-52)

e 1922 Durand SA. Editions Musicales
Editioas AJIJ.M.A. * Duiand SA. Editions Musicales
Joint Publicatian
Used By Panniasion Of The Publisher
Sole Repnaenutive U.SA., Tlieodore Prasaer Company

The second theme at measure 69 is in D Dorian, the subdominant of A. This
theme employs an interesting and novel rhythmic device in which the viohn plays on
each beat whUe the cello plays on each off-beat, creating an agitated syncopation. The
convoluted shape of the upper voice contrasts neatiy with the orderiy stepwise
movement of the ceUo part (Ex. 4.5).
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Ex. 4.5: First mvt, second tiieme (meas. 69-76)
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The pitch and volume mcrease to an exhUarating cUmax at measure 93 before subsiding
andfinallyrelentingtotiieoriginal secondtiiemematerial. Attiiedevelopment in
measure 112,tiietempo quickens andtiieviohn introduces a new dance-hketiiemein
Dorian mode (Ex. 4.6).
Ex. 4.6: Ffrst mvt., development (meas. 112-120)
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The development also incorporates the minor-majorfigureand the second theme in
various forms and combinations.
The recapitulation in measure 176re-estabhshesthe original tempo. Rather than
using the original accompaniment to the first theme. Ravel uses instead a pentatonic
arpeggio simUar in style to the development theme accompaniment (Ex. 4.7).
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Ex. 4.7: First mvt, recapitulation (meas. 176-186)
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As aresult.Ravel provides variety by creating a fresh combination of famihar elements.
For the most part,tiietiiemesin the recapitulation correspond to the ones found in the
exposition with some abbreviations and subtie alterations. A short coda brings the
movement to a close and the last four chords~A minor, G major, D minor, A majorserve as areminderof the bimodal idea outlined in the opening measures.
Second Movement
The second movement exhibits the character of a scherzo and is marked 'Tres
vif." It is a movement that makes extensive use of motivic repetition, percussive
rhythmic patterns, and instrumental effects such as harmonics, double-stops, and bold
pizzicato. The printed time signatures indicate shifts from triple to duple meter.
However, due to the fast tempo and symmetrical phrases, a broader perspective
suggests thetimesignature of | with each beat divided into a triple or duple pattern.
Sometimes the triple and duple division occur simultaneously,resultingin hemiola or
birhythms. Sinularly, Ravel often superimposes contrasting key signatures, creating
extended passages with bitonal sonorities.
This movement is based almost entirely on therepetitionand manipulation of
brief motivesratherthan on extended melodic material. Withmtiiemovement there are
five important motives and themes. After each is presented in tum, they are repeated
arbitrarily with alterations and sometimes paired with the opening minor-major figure.
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The second movement opens with the minor-major triad nx>tive in retrograde,
causing the major to precede the minor. It begins on the level of A, and is treated in
hocket,tiiatis, in rapid alternation between two voices on a single pitch or a group of
pitches. It demonstrates the utmost in cooperation between the two instruments as they
each contribute equaUy to a single line in order to sound as a single instrument The
major-minor motive is presented pizzicato and forte, creating a dry, angry sound
(Ex.4.8).
Ex. 4.8: Second mvt.,firsttheme (meas. 1-8)
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Even though it is basicaUy only a four-note motive. Ravel never lets the repetition
become tedious. The motive first appears in its simplest form, spanning only tiie
interval of a fifth. After fourrepetitionsand a diminuendo, the motive is ornamented
with arpeggios that span more than three octaves between the instmments. A second
four-note motive appears m measure 49, which is played by the violin only (Ex. 4.9).
Ex. 4.9: Second mvt., secondtiieme,violin (meas. 49-56)
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It is interesting to note that the highhghted notes, played inretrograde,revealthe
opening notes of tiie first theme in tiie first movement (refer to Ex. 4.3). It is difficult
to assertain whether Ravel intended this connection as a cycUcreferral,or if the
simUarity simply reflects an affinity for certain intervals and linear shapes.
A third imitative motive enters in measure 65. Here the instruments take turns
playing the entfre motive (Ex. 4.10).
Ex. 4.10: Second mvt., thud theme (meas. 65-72)
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FinaUy, an extended melodic theme is introduced in measure 97 (Ex. 4.11). It
is in E-flat Dorian and exhibits the simple, rustic character of a foUcsong.
Ex. 4.11: Second mvt., fourth theme, violin (meas. 97-111)
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Even with thisfirstappearance of extended melodic material, it is written pizzicato,
which serves to pronx>te the fragmented character of the movement. It is also marked
forte, which is in keeping with the raucous nature estabhshed at the beginning of the
movement One wonders at this point if Ravel was not attempting to depict the busy
su-eet life of Paris, witii its underpmning of constant traffic noise and the intermittent
honking of horns. Ravel was interested infindinginspiration in the world around him,
and this is conceivably a case in point. On this subject Ravel said, "In our search for
fijcsh inspiration we cannot overlook the appeal of modem hfe. Our dties are said to
'hum' with traffic, machinery to 'pmr,' and although these sounds may seem pleasant
or unpleasant, there is noreasonwhy they should not be interpreted into great music. "^
Ravel was not the only Frenchman to express this machine aesthetic, as evidenced by
paintings of Femand L6ger (1881-1955) and Arthur Honegger's Pacific 231 (1924), a
symphonic poem inspired by the locomotive.
This section ends abmptiy with a puncmation of the cychc major seventh chords
in measure 142 (refer to Ex. 4.2b). These eight measuresrepresentone of the few
instances of homophonic writing in the piece. This textural contrast produces the
Ulusion that an ensemble of larger proportions is temporarily employed.
The major-minorfigureretumsin measure 152, thistimeplayed by only one
instmment. It isrepeatedmany, many times, but interest is sustained by occasional
bursts of volume and harmony. SimUarly, the subsequent melody is somewhat
stagnant in that it consists of an extremely long sustained pitch, but interest arises from
the suddenflurriesof notes foUowed by a change in pitch.
In measure 280, a motive derivedfix)mthe pizzicato theme at measure 97 is
introduced (Ex. 4.12).
4 Ravel, "Findmg Tunes in Factories," New Britain (August 9, 1933), p. 367,
quoted in Orenstein, A Ravel Reader, p. 398.
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Ex. 4.12: Second mvt, fifth theme, violin (meas. 280-287)
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The section that foUows uses this motive in addition to the motives presented earlier,
always with new inspiration. This motivic melting pot is intermittentiy intermpted by
bursts of the thicker textured, cychc major seventh chords.
At measure 421, there is arespitefrom the driving force of the movement It is
short-Uved, however, and the coda beginning in measure 447 buUds to a tremendous
climax before one last episode of the pizzicato themefrommeasure 97. This time it is
played vigorously with the bow near the bridge. The ceUo part, too, is played with
great gusto. The movement ends pizzicato as it began, with one last quiet reference to
the major-minor motive.
Third Movement
In contrast to theratherharsh and driving second movement, the opening of the
third movement is completely lyrical and subdued. The movement is in simple ternary
form. The beauty of the melancholy openingtiiemehes in its utter simphcity. It is in
Dorian mode, written first fortiielone ceUo at a slow tempo, using simple note values
and requiring virmaUy no nuance. Ravel has indicated that it should be played sul G,
making use oftiierich,lush sound of tiie lower string (Ex. 4.13).
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Ex. 4.13: Third mvt, first theme, ceUo (meas. 1-4)
36 Corde
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When the viohn takes over the melody, the ceUo continues with a melody of secondary
importance, which perfectiy complements the viohn.
A second theme which enters at measure 25 acts as a bridge to the middle
section of the movement It is a simple mne using only four of the notes in an A
pentatonic scale (Ex. 4.14).
Ex. 4.14: Third mvt., second theme, cello (meas. 25-28)
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An opposing B-flat pedal serves two purposes,firstto increase the motion with tiie
agitated octave leaps in steadUy moving eighth notes, and secondly to preface the
turbulence and dissonance of the forthcoming section.
The middle section begins in measure 34 and is the antithesis of the opening.
Although the rhythm is the same as the second theme, the tempo is faster, the dynamic
is louder, and the writing is angular and grotesque. Both parts use the entire range of
the instrument. There are many leaps of major and minor seventiis, bringing into play
the cychc idea already noted intiiefirsttwo movements (Ex. 4.15).
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Ex. 4.15: Third mvt, middle theme, violin (meas. 34-38)
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The tempo and mood graduaUyrelax,and the initial materialretumsin measure 58.
The first theme appears only once this time played by the violin. Both instruments are
muted, suggesting a timbre more distant and introspective than the opening. The cello
tine bears noresemblanceto the beginning and has an accompanimentalrolethat echoes
the violin in the second measure. After afinalreminderoi the section with some major
seventh leaps in the ceUo part at measure 70, the movement draws to a close. The final
gesture is a whisper of the opening notes harmonized in paraUel fifths.
Fourth Movement
Thefinalmovement of the work is the most dynamic of the four. Marked "Vif,
avec entrain," meaning quick and spirited, itsrondoform consists of the prindpal
theme and three contrasting episodes. The prindpal theme is marked by several
repetitions of a vigorous melody in Dorian mode presented initially as a ceUo solo (Ex.
4.16).
Ex. 4.16: Fourth mvt., prindpaltiieme,cello (meas. 1-6)
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The tune is short and limited to the range of a fifth. This simphdty leaves many
options avaUable for creating contrasts upon itsrepetition.The theme is farfromduU.
The uneven rhythmic patterns, the accents, the "spitting" sound created by the spiccato
bow stroke, and thefiiequentiychanging key levels, hold the hstener's attention. With
each repetition, the theme becomes more ornate and comphcated. By the end of the
section the theme wiU have been played in everyregisteron both instruments,
ornamented with chords, and accompanied in many different ways.
A secondary theme, beginning in measure 63, is similar in character to the first
(Ex. 4.17).
Ex. 4.17: Fourth mvt., secondary theme, viohn (meas. 63-71)
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The secondary theme proceeds to a bitonal segment at measure 76, with key levels a
minor second apart, resulting intiiecychc idea of consecutive intervals of major
sevenths between tiie parts (Ex. 4.18).
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Ex. 4.18: Fourth mvt, secondary theme variation (meas. 76-80)
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The section culminates with a firm cadence in C major.
The first episode beginning in measure 100 is also in Dorian mode (Ex. 4.19).
Ex. 4.19: Fourth mvt., first episode, violin (meas. 100-111)
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It begins with an alluring and shapely legato melody which is in direct contrast to the
character of the preceding theme. The underlying triU in the ceUo partremainsstatic,
but the dissonance gives it an edge that keeps it from becoming uninteresting. The
cychc major-minor motive makes a reappearance in measures 135-137 and again in
measures 145-147. The principaltiiemeremmsbriefly in measure 160, cadendng
dramaticaUy on a C major chord.
The second episode begins in measure 168 (Ex. 4.20).
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Ex. 4.20: Fourth mvt, second episode, cello (meas. 168-175)
(do la poinlo)
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The minortiiemeappears in its entirety three times,tiiefffst time played by the solo
ceUo as in the opening of the movement It begins with the urgentrepetitionof a single
note which expands to encompass an increasingly wider range,finallyjunking fix)m
one octave to anotiier, creating the effect of several different voices playing in mm.
The throbbing effect of the steady pulses, the snap of the dotted rhythms, the foUcsy
charm of the glissandi, along with the voice changes aU serve to make it a compeUing
mne. The second occurrence of the theme is busier than thefirstas the cello plays the
mne pizzicato with occasional arco fragments, giving the effect of even more voices.
The viohn first accompanies with an anxious soundingfingeredtremolo of a major
seventh interval, but the tension isrelievedwhen the tremolo switches to afrohcsomeA
major arpeggio ostinato. With the third occurrence of the theme, the viohn plays the
tune, but the cello seems to diverge and go its own separate way, becoming more and
more dissonant The two instruments evenmaUy converge to play a fragment of the
theme in stretto before joining forces for the last two chords, which exhibit the same
tonal chaos as the preceding section.
The refi^ retums in measure 230 with the melody in the viohn. The part is
laden with ornaments including expansive grace notes groups, double stops and
chords. The pizzicato notes in the ceUo part are reaUy just supplementary ornaments.
The theme graduaUy becomes more fragmented, the volume increases, and the two
voices clash as they proceed at the interval of a minor second apart.
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The third episode serves as a summary of the entire piece. Beginning in
measure 285, it springs directiy from the preceding section witiiout the cadence on a C
major chord which announced the other episodes. This episode is based on a direct
quotation of the theme consisting of the sequence of major seventh intervals found in
the first movement at measure 47. This section is a maze of familiar themes. Besides
the major seventh theme and its inversion, also used in the episode are the principal
theme, the themefromthe second episode, and the major-minor motive. These
elements are aU presented infreshand creative ways and played in various clever
combinations, with much imitation. The two instruments buUd to afrenziedclimax
before stumbling into a fermata which ends the episode.
In measure 360 the ceUo picks up thefinalreprise,which combines fi^gments
of the prindpal theme and the major seventh theme to buUd to afinalfreneticclimax.
The piece concludes with a grand pizzicato C major chord. With this chord, the majorminor issue is finaUy resolved.
The Sonata for Violin and Piano
The Sonata for Violin and Piano is thefinalchamber work that Ravel
composed. The initial sketch for the work was made in 1923, at which time the form,
the manner of writing for the violin and piano, and the character of the themes were
determined.^ UntU 1927, when the work was finally completed. Ravel occupied
himself also with Tzigane, L'Enfant et les Sortiliges, and Chansons madicasses, three
songs for voice, flute, ceUo, and piano.
Hd^ne Jourdan-Morhange, the violinist who premiered the Berceuse sur le nom
de Gabriel Fauri and the Sonata for Violin and Cello, acted as a consultant to Ravel.

5 Ravel, "On Inspkation," The Chesterian 9 (January-February 1928), p. 115,
quoted in Orenstein, A Ravel Reader, p. 389.
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Ravel would often ask her to confirm the feasibihty of certain techniques and to suggest
fingerings and bowings. She probably would have given the first performance of tiiis
piece except that rheumatism put an early end to her career. WhUetiiework was stiU in
the plarming stages. Ravel wrote to her saying, "It won't be very difficult and it won't
sprain your wrist "^ The sonata is dedicated to her.
The sonata was given itsfirstpubhc perfonnance at a redtal of contemporary
music presented bytiiepubhsher, Jacques Durand, on May 30,1927, attiieSaUe
Erard. Performing were viohnist Georges Enesco with the composer at the piano. The
work attracted favorablereviews,with most of the attention being focused on the blues
movement
The sonata genre has maintained a high degree of popularity throughout aU
periods of history, and there are hundreds of sonatas written specificaUy for the violin
and piano. While other composers have perceived the two as compatible instmments,
Ravel's approach to the genre is more unique. He looks upon these two instruments as
"essentiaUy incompatible. Far from balancing their contrasts, the Sonatarevealstheir
incompatibihty."^ It is not difficult to understand his perspective. Although both are
stringed instmments, their sounds are produced in completely different manners. The
tonefix)ma hammered string begins to decay immediately upon impact whUe the bowed
string can sustain and even increase in tone. The violin has a greater potential for
producing variations in timbre, including playing harmonics and plucking the strings.
Also unique to the violin is the abihty to slidefromone note to another without
dismpting the pitch continuum. Another difference is the modem-day practice of

6 Seroff, p. 234.
"7 Ravel, "Une Esquisse autobiographique de Maurice Ravel," interview by
Roland Manuel, La Revue musicale (December 1938), pp. 17-23, quoted in Orenstein,
A Ravel Reader, p. 32.
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continuous vibrato in violin playing, which is in direct contrast to the straight tone
produced by the piano. Furthermore, whereas the violin is essentiaUy a melodic
instrument, the piano has harmonic potential as weU. It is these disparities which Ravel
purports to exploit in his sonata. On the otiier hand, one might argue thattiiepiano
reaUy does not blend weU with any of the instruments with which it has been paired in
the sonata hterature. Because Ravel makes an issue of the differences does not mean
that previous composers have not grappled with the problem. It may be tme that Ravel
emphasizes and cultivates the percussive quahties of the piano and the lyrical quahties
of the violin, however, not exclusively so. The factor which truly distinguishes the
two instruments is their independent treatment, a matter already explored in the Sonata
for Violin and Cello. It becomes even more evident, however, in the Sonata for Violin
and Piano as the opposing characters of the instruments come into play. The chaUenge
for Ravel becomes one of reconciling the two in order to create some kind of cohesion
within the traditional framewcttk of the sonata.
The piano is generaUy treated as a harmonic instrument In this sonata,
however. Ravelrevertsback to a style found in the sonatas for violin and keyboard by
Bach, where the left andrighthands are most often treated as independent voices. The
textureremainsspare and transparent In essence, the Sonata for Violin and Cello is
written for two independent voices whUe the Sonata for Violin and Piano is written for
three.
The Sonata for Violin and Piano is in the key of G. It has three movements
arranged, as one might expect, in the order fast-slow-fast. There is cychc treatment of
material, thefinalmovement consisting exclusively of themes found in the first two
movements.
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First Movement
The first movement is marked "AUcgretto" and is in sonata-allegro form. The
movement consists primarily of only one extended melodictiieme,accompanied by
several motivicfigureswhich take on varying degrees of significance within the course
of the movement The prindpal theme is a languid mne and is stated at the outset in its
most simple form, as if it might betiiesubject of fortiicoming variations or fugal
treatment It is presented initiaUy by the piano. It is, surprisingly, of a character more
viohnistic than pianistic, due totiieunaccompanied hne, long phrase, and legato nature
(Ex. 4.21).
Ex. 4.21: First movement theme, piano (meas. 1-7)
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The melody begins in the unusual key of G Lydian. When the viohn takes the melody
in measure 7, the texture expands to two voices. At the sametime,the gentie spell is
broken by a modulation to D Dorian and the opposing murmur of the B-flat pedal.
From within the pedal emerges one of the motives which wiUreappearseveral times
within the movement (Ex. 4.22).
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Ex. 4.22: First movement. Motive A, piano (meas. 8-9)
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This motive is confined sttictiy to the piano part, even upon its later return.
As the prindpal melody continues to unfold, the texture expands to three voices
in measure 10 with the addition of a part for the pianist's left hand. This new voice
presents the second important motive in the movement Although it is presented
initially by the piano, it occurs on subsequent occasions in both instruments. Its dancelike nature seems equaUy weU-suited to either insttiunent (Ex. 4.23).
Ex. 4.23: First movement. Motive B, piano (meas 10-12)
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This sassy motive is an anomaly amidst the graceful contours of the other motives and
melodies found in this movement Its sttiking contrast is accenmated by the fact that
each appearance is at a tonal level directiy opposed to the existing tonahty. It is not
surprising, then, toreahzethat this motive opens the third movement, where its
character is perfectiy suited. In fact, the motive is the seed from which the entire third
movement emanates. In essence, the presence of this motive in the first movement is a
subtie preview of its more important role later on.
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The thud motive, entering in measure 12 and presented in the piano's upper
voice, again emerges fromtiieB-flat pedal. The motive consists of a scries of broken
major triads buUt on a whole-tone scale (Ex. 4.24).
Ex. 4.24: First movement. Motive C, piano (meas 12-13)
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This is a rare instance of Ravel's use of the whole-tone scale. Because of the chordal
nature of thisfigure,it is found, as is Motive A, exclusively in the piano. As the
melody continues in the violm, there is a recurrence of both Motive B (meas. 13) and
Motive C (meas. 14) in the piano.
Inretrospect,an examination of the first sixteen measuresrevealsthe escalation
in texturefiomjust one voice to three. In addition. Ravel has unveUed a tremendous
amount of material including the movement's primary melodic theme and three
secondary motivic ideas. These items account for the majority of thematic material
present in the movement This is a great deal of information to be absori>ed by the
listener in a short period of time. However, Ravel is very careful intiieway that he
presents this information. Initially the melody is heard undisturbed by other voices.
The additional activity of the secondary motives occurs on the second delivery of the
theme and only when the melody becomes inactive by sustaining a single note. Thus,
there is only a single item of importance occurring at any one time.
At measure 17 the prindpal melodyretums,again in the upper voice of the
piano. The mne is identical to the opening, except that it is transposed one octave
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higher. It is also accompanied this time by the violin and a lower voice in the piano,
which cooperate in a convoluted four-note arpeggio pattern. Of the four notes, the G
and D hannonize with the main melody whUe the A-shaip and C-shaip create a bitonal
edge. At measure 23, the violin again takes over the melody, this tune at a level a thud
higher than the original, but quickly becomes transitory. The piano continues the
arpeggiofigure,which changes pitches but persists in its bitonal nature. The viohn
melody evenmaUy dwindles in pitch and volume and brings to a close the first section
of the exposition.
The second section of the exposition begins at measure 34 with a new melody
located in the upper voice of the piano. Nestied in the first few notes of this melody is
the fourth important motive which wUl reappear in other portions of the movement (Ex.
4.25).
Ex. 4.25: First mvt.. Motive D, piano (meas. 34-36)
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The most sahent feature oftiiismotive is the initial bold leap of a major seventii, tiie
interval which plays such an importantrolein the Sonata for Violin and Cello, as it also
does in this work. As this new melody proceeds, played first bytiiepiano andtiienby
tiie violm, Motives B and C appear inteniuttentiy.
Thefiftiiandfinalmotive in this movement enters in measure 47. It consists of
four consecutive dinunished octaves which can be translated to major seventiis. Ravel
must have reahzedtiiattiiisfigurewould be difficult to execute effectively ontiieviohn,
for it, too, appears only in the piano part (Ex. 4.26).
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Ex. 4.26: First mvt. Motive E, piano (meas. 47-49)
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Areturnto the original melody comes in measure 53. The piano's Lydian
melody is deleted, so the violin immediately takes up the melody in E Dorian. The
theme is masked this time by rhythmic expansion and variation and eventuaUy wanders
off to become its own meandering melody. Beneath the viohn melody, the piano plays
a B pedal which soon dissipates, leaving only a single accompaniment hne of paraUel
open fifths. It is tmly an acconq)animent, since it has no significance on its own. The
parallel fifths are in consonant harmony with the violin part, often creating major and
minor triads. This unusual segment of harmonic consonance saves to create an au* of
open coolness and serenity. At measure 86, as an accompaniment to the decaying
violin melody. Motive Aretumsin the piano, voiced as open fifths (Ex. 4.27).
Ex. 4.27: Fu^t mvt.. Motive A voiced in parallelfifths,piano (meas. 86-90)
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Repetitions of Motive A persisttiiroughmeasure 115, but in measure 108,
which markstiiebeginning of the development section,tiieparallel fifths change to
parallel fourths. The development section makes use not only of Motive A, but of aU
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tiic motives discussed previously. In addition,fragmentsof the prindpal melody occur
in varied forms and in new combinations with the nx>tives. The violin and piano
perform equally, taking turns playing primary and secondary or accompanying roles.
The climax of the development section occurs at measure 153, where the viohn begins a
fiienzied tremolo passage based on Motive D, which persists untU the recapitulation
arrives in measure 173.
The recapitulation brings back the prindpal melody, once again in the upper
voice of tiie piano and attiieoriginal tonal level Also, attiierecapitulation, a new
melody is heard in the violin, althoughtiiepiano has aUuded to it previously in measure
165. It functions as a descant to the main melody and has arelaxed,lyrical character.
It even has a different time signature of J, which makes the subdivision of the beat
larger than in §. This descant continues to the end of the piece.
MeanwhUe, in the piano part, the principal melody becomes more and more
fragmented, gradually drifting awayfromthe symbioticrelationshipwith the descant
until the two parts become totaUy unrelated. EventuaUy, thefingmentsare reduced to
only four notes (meas. 199), and in measure 201, they acmaUy overlap one another.
The piano is also intermpted with paired episodes of Motives B and C. In measure
206, the principal melody is augmented rhythmicaUy, beginning a gradual reduction of
motion and intensity to the end of the movement In measure 209, Motive A is heard
once again voiced, as before, in open parallel fifths. A dehcate three-voice imitative
passage marks the coda in measure 225, andtiiepiece ends with the famUiar sound of
an open fifth on G and D.
Second Movement
The second movement of the sonata istitied"Blues." This blues style of
writing is unique in the sonata genre andrepresentsa concUiation of classical and
popular styles. Ravelfiiequentednight spots where Negro jazz bands performed, and
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he was unpressed with thek "frightening virmosity."^ These bands were aU theragein
Paris in the early 1920s. Particular influence for the sonata movement may have
emanatedfromhearing Sidney Bechet who played soprano saxophone with WiU
Marion Cook's Southern Syncopated Orchestra in Paris as early as 1919.^ Ravel
wrote the foUowing passageregardingthe influence of jazz on European composers:
"Abroad we take jazz seriously. It is influencing our work. The Blues in my sonata,
par example, is stylized jazz, more French than American in character perhaps, but
nevertheless influenced strongly by your so-caUed 'popular music.'" ^^ Other French
composers had already employed jazz in serious works composed prior to Ravel's
sonata. For example, Darius MUhaud's La Criation du monde for chamber orchestra
was written in 1922, and Arthur Honneger's Concertino for Piano and Orchestra was
written two years later in 1924, the same year of George Gershwin's Rhapsody in
Blue. Ravel himself antidpated the jazz style in the sonata with a scenefromthe opera
L'enfant et les sortiliges (1920-25). Also, both piano concertos, which foUow the
sonata, incorporate jazz elements.
Ravel did not just copy the jazz he heard, but instead, incorporated into his own
style of writing several of the essential elements of jazz. One of the blues elements
present in the sonata is an overaU atmosphere of nostalgia and melancholy. This mood
is suggested by the the plodding pace, the insistent rhythm ofrepeatedchords in a
regular meter, and the mournful shdes on the viohn. Altiiough Ravel has notated every
pitch,riiythm,and nuance, the piece has the improvisitory and personal essence typical
8 H. H. Smckenschmidt, Maurice Ravel: Variations on His Life and Work,
tt-ans. Samuel R. Rosenbaum (PhUadelphia: ChUton Book Co., 1968), p. 192.
9 Frank TUTO, Jazz: A History (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1977), p.
160.
10 Ravel, "Take Jazz Seriously!", Musical Digest, 13 (March 1928), pp. 49,
51, as quoted in Orenstein, A Ravel Reader, p. 390.
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of the blues. Also, the movement opens with a scries of chords on the tonic,
subdominant, and dominant, the typical harmonization of the blues, but quite
unexpected in a work by Ravel. The syncopated rhythms and flattedtiiird,seventh,
sixth, and fiftii of tiie scale are also characteristics of tiie blues style. ^ ^ Beyond these
features. Ravelretainshis own identity with the use of bitonahty throughout the
movement; subtie attimes,strident at others. He also stretches the traditional limits of
each instmment, not only stressing the difference between the violin and piano, but
going so far as to make them sound like other instruments such as the guitar or banjo
and the clarinet
The stmcture of this movement is a lengthyrondoform,reflectedin the
foUowing diagram:
A-A-B-A-(C-D-C)-A/C-C-A.
For the most part, the prindpal theme is always presented in G major and is always
played by the viohn untU thefinalpresentation where it is shared by the two
instruments. In addition to the main themes, there are two rhythmic motives that play
important roles.
The key of this movement is difficult to pinpoint The movement begins clearly
in G major, but ends in A-flat major. Although other keys are introduced, the former
keys are present intennittentiy throughout the movement, often simultaneously. This
selection of keysrevealsRavel's predilection for juxtaposing keys that are a minor
second apart.
The movement opens witii the violinist gentiy smimming tiie strings lUce a
guitar. This introduction usestiieI, IV, and V chords of G major that would typicaUy
harmonize a blues mne. The irregular accents lend a syncopated and percussive quahty

11 TUTO, p.

120.
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to an otiierwise ordinary series of chords. The piano enters in measure 7 on an A-flat,
E-flat open fifth intiiebass, creatingtiiefirst bitonal element This pedal, which lasts
tim)ugh measure 19, might representtiietrombone which may weU have played tiie
bass part in Paris jazz bands.
Thefirstof the two important motives is presented by the piano in measure 8.
Both nx)tives are of more significance rhythmicaUy than melodicaUy and occur only ui
the piano. Thefirstmotive is composed of only four notes. Its subtie entry here, and
agam two measures later, only prefaces its significance later uitiiemovement where it
plays a much more important role (Ex. 4.28).
Ex. 4.28: Second mvt., rhythmic motive A, piano (meas. 8-9)
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In the early 1920s style of jazz, dotted rhythms were performed in strict time. Pianists
should not try to distort or "swing" these rhythms in the manner of a later era to which
Ravel had not yet advanced. 12
At measure 11, the piano takes overtiie"guitar" chords, stiU in G major despite
the key signature of four flats. In the foUowing measure, the viohn introduces the
prindpal theme. This suave, yet plaintive, melody also begins in G major (with the flat
seventh), and is embeUished with portamenti like those Ravel might have heard
produced vocaUy or played on the clarinet The mne appears fourtimesin the course of

12 Mark C. Gridley, Jazz Styles (Englewood CUffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1978), p. 291.
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tiic movement, and, witii only a fewfragmentaryappearances uitiiepiano part, it is
always in the violin and always in the same key (Ex. 4.29).
Ex. 4.29: Second movement, prindpaltiieme,violin (meas. 12-16)
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The principal theme is underscored witii seventii, ninth, augmented, and diminished
chords appropriate totfiestyle.
The first episode begins in measure 37. It consists of a violin melody in E-flat
major in combination with secondary piano material which utUizes both rhythmic
motives. The violin melody is sustained and beguiUng; sunUar in character to the
opening theme, but using new material (Ex. 4.30).
Ex. 4.30: Second mvt.,firstepisode theme, violin (meas. 40-46)
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The second of the two rhythmic motives in the movement appears three
consecutive times in the extreme upper range of the piano beginning in measure 38.
Each is harmonized with a major seventh chord, beginnmg on E and descending a
minor thu-d. The motive is of interest primarily because of its syncopated rhythm (Ex.
4.31).
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Ex. 4.31: Second mvt, rhythmic motive B, piano (meas. 38)
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Immediately foUowingtiiissegment highhghtingtiieB motive,tiiepiano displays a
jaunty littie accompanimentfigurederivedfrommotive A. The character oftiiisfigure
is quite unhke that oftiiemelody,tiierebyemphasizingtiieinstramental differences
(Ex. 4.32).
Ex. 4.32: Second mvt., accompaniment based on motive A, piano (meas. 42-44)
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The prindpal theme enters again in measure 54. The melody is abbreviated
considerably. Altiiough the harmonic material in the piano part isretained(G major
chords with an A-flat, E-flat pedal), the leaping bass hne, thick chords, and accents
give evidence of a newragtimeinfluence (Ex. 4.33).
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Ex. 4.33: Second movement, second appearance of prindpal theme (meas. 54-58)
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The second episode begins m measure 64. While the violinist strums D major
chords, the pianist presents a new theme that plays an unportantrolein this movement,
as well as in the last. Liketiieaccompaniment,tiietiiemeis in D major. The slurred
pairs of dghtiis across the beat and slurred groups oftiireeeighdis m a duple meter are
characteristic oftiieragtimestyle (Ex. 4.34).
Ex. 4.34: Second mvt. Theme C, piano (meas. 64-69)
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In measure 72,tiievioUn and piano performtiietiiemeimitatively and in keys a tritonc
apart. The viohn plays pizzicato,retainingtiiekey of D major, whUetiiepiano follows
at a half-measure interval in the key of G-sharp major.
A new section in F-sharp major begins in measure 78. The piano
accompaniment, which is again derived from rhythmic motive A, precedestiieviohn
entt^nce bytiu-eemeasures (Ex. 4.35).
Ex. 4.35: Second mvt., accompamment based on motive A, piano (meas. 78-80)
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This viohn theme is, again, simUar in character to the prindpal theme with its long,
sustained lines. The tripletfigurestretched over two beats is an important feature of the
theme (Ex. 4.36).
Ex. 4.36: Second mvt. Theme D, viohn (meas. 80-85)
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AU parts are reduced torepeatedAugments by measure 92 and drive to a ftienetic
climax, culminating with a husky syncopated statement played sul ponticello by tiie
solo violin in measure 94.
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In measure 95, Theme Cretums,in B minor. This time the theme occurs in the
lower voice of the piano. The upper voice of the piano accompanies with chromatic
scoops that ^proximate a portamento effect, ending on notes which create minor
second dissonances with the melody. MeanwhUe, the violin imitates a banjo with quick
down-up pizzicati on a B minor^ ^ chord (Ex. 4.37).
Ex. 4.37: Second mvt., Theme C, (meas. 95-98)
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After a one-measure segment of the prindpal theme stated uncharacteristicaUy by the
piano and in B major in measure 99, the sequence isrepeated.The section ends with
the piano and violin repeating afragmentof Theme C imitatively, driving headlong to
thereturnof the principal theme.
This appearance of the principal themerepresentstiiechmax of the movement
In addition to this theme intiieviolin and its customary accompaniment in both G major
and A-flat major. Theme C also appears in its entirety intiiepiano in A-flat major.
Since tiie violin is in a highregister,and botiitiiemesare quite famihar by now, tiie
concurrenttiiemesare effectively distmguishable.
In measure 121, the "banjo" chordsresumein the violin part, thistimein C
major. The piano takes up the accompaniment derived from rhythmic motive A,
previously found in measure 78 (refer to Ex. 4.35). The accompanunent is in D-flat,
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which continues the bitonal nature established in the preceding section. Intermittentiy,
the piano presents afragmentedstatement of Theme C. After buUding to a boisterous
climax, the section ends abrupdy.
In measure 137, the prindpal theme appears onefinaltime, again in G major.
The violin and piano share the unaccompanied melody, the violin taking over whenever
portamento is required. The movement ends with afinalstatement of motive A,
foUowed by an A-flat major chord in the piano and garnished with a sultry slide up to
the flat seventh on the violin.
Third Movement
The third movement is entitied "Perpemum mobUe," an ^ t description of the
activity found here. This is the second finale that Ravel wrote for this sonata. The
original, he felt, was too much like the first movement and was discarded.!^ Manuel
Rosenthal, a smdent andfiiendof Ravel's,relatesRavel's thoughtsregardinghis
stmggle with the last movement: "The finale was reaUy charming, a wonderful piece of
music. I know. I hked it very much. But it didn't fit the sonata. It was not the right
kind of finale for thefirstand second movements. So I have destroyed it and
composed another finale which is not so good, but it's a good finale, "l"*
This movementrepresentsthe epitomy of the independence of parts for which
Ravel was sttiving. FoUowing a brief inttoduction, the violin begins a tirade of
sixteentii notestiiatpersist untU thefinalchord. It demonstt^tes the same sort of
obsessive character as found in Bolero, buttiieidiefixe here is the incessant
propulsion of sixteentii notesratiiertiianrhytiun and melody. The piano acts
antagonisticaUy, never sharing in the perpetual motion aspect, instead supporting with
13 Nichols, Ravel, p. 133.
14 Nichols, Ravel Remembered, p. 62.
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short, dry, percussive chords, or playing mdependent material seemmgly unrelated to
the violin part
The third movement is in G major, although it digresses to many other keys
beforerettmiingto G. Whereas intiiesecond movementtiiekeys of G major and Aflat major are a source of confUa, in this movement,tiiekey of F-shaip major is often
justaposed to G. It is mteresting to note, once again, the use of keys a minor second
apart. It is also interesting to note the fi^uent use oftiieintervals of the major seventh
and the perfect fifth. In terms of rhythm, the triple meter and therapidtempo remain
constant. The movement is in sonata-allegro form, as was the first.
Although the first and second movements are thematicaUy unrelated, material
from both movements appear in the third. In fact, the first two movements are the
source of the most important thematic material, even though the movements themselves
are quite different in character. The third movement opens with an introduction
utihzuig the dance-like Motive B that was introduced early in the first movement (refer
to Ex. 4.23). Both instruments share in the motive's rhythmic transformation into the
main theme, which estabUshes the violin's perpemal motion. The introduction is in Aflat major, although the key shifts abmptiy to G major at the exposition in measure 15,
the point at which the violin begins its marathon of sixteenth notes. The piano plays a
supporting role with terse interjections of consecutive major seventh intervals (Ex.
4.38).
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Ex. 4.38: Thfrd mvt. Theme A (meas. 15-18)
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This theme begins anew in measure 29 with an added voice in the piano, posed
a minor second away in the key of F-sharp major.
A grand glissando on the piano leads to the second section of the exposition
which begins in measure 52. Whereas Theme A was derivedfroma motive found in
the first movement, the thematic material for this section is taken from the second
movement Theme B is found in the high register of the piano, and is taken from
Theme C in the second movement (refer to Ex. 4.34). Theme B is in A major and
harmonized with major sevenths. The violin takes on theroleof accompanist with an
expansive F-sharp major seventh arpeggio (Ex. 4.39).
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Ex. 4.39: THrd mvt. Theme B (meas. 52-58)
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This section of the exposition also includes a short Theme C, which is based on one of
the accompanimentfiguresfrom the second movement (refer to Ex. 4.35). It first
ocurts briefly in measure 58 and then extensively beginning in measure 67- This
portion is in E major. The viohn continues its accompanimentalrolewith a repeated
pattern every two beats, which results in hemiola between the instruments (Ex. 4.40).
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Ex. 4.40: Third mvt. Theme C (meas. 67-69)
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The transition to the development is signaled by the key signature change to B major in
measure 79. It involves arepeatedthree-beatfragmentof Theme B descending fiom
the upper range of the piano. The violin maintains the hemiola by playing repeated
two-beat arpeggios.
The development section isratherwhimsical in character and is marked by a
change in key signature to A-flat major as weU as aretumof Theme A. There are
several changes of key within this section, including B-flat minor (meas. 97), C minor
(meas. 105), A Lydian (meas. 117), and B minor (meas. 121). In addition to Theme
A, the development is inundated with fragments of two themesfromthe first
movement. The first of these is based on the first movement's Motive D (refer to Ex.
4.25). It ocurrs twice in the piano part in measures 93 and 101, and is also interwoven
into the fabric of the viohn part in measures 115 and 119 (Ex. 4.41).
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Ex. 4.41: Third mvt, usage of Motive D from fu^t mvt
(a) piano (meas. 93-96)
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The other thematic element found in the development is the prindpal themefromthe
first movement It is heard only in the violin part in measures 105,110, 117, and 123
(Ex. 4.42).
Ex. 4.42: Third mvt., usage of prindpal themefromfirstmvt., violin (meas. 105-108)
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The recapitulation arrives at measure 129 with the retum of Theme A in E
major. At the sametimeTheme C is heard in the piano part At measure 138, Theme A
is presented in G major and is identical to its second appearance in the exposition
(meas. 29) except for thefirstmeasure. It comes complete with the added part in the
piano in F-sharp major. As one nught expect, however, it is not a completely hteral
repetition, for Ravel adds Theme C in the lower voice of the piano. A gradualrisein
pitch and volume lead to the second section of the recapimlation in measure 155. This
roUicking section is in G major,tiiekey whichremainsfor the duration of tiie
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movement It consists of Theme B in the piano part accompaiued by Theme C in the
violin part
The coda begins in measure 177. As the violin continues to repeat Theme C,
the pianorestatesmaterialfromthe very opening of the sonata with the first movement
theme in perfect fifths. After bringing the sonata around fiiU circle, the movement ends
with an extended cadence and an expansive G major chord.
Tzigane
Tzigane differs from the two previous works in its conception, scope, and
purpose. Whereas the sonatas demand great technical skiU of the performers, the
difficulties stemfromthe requu*ements of the music itself. In Tzigane, however, the
music is the vehicle used to display the technical prowess of the performer. Ravel
describes the work as "a virtuoso piece in the style of a Hungarian Rhapsody, "i^ At
another time, he caUs it "a virtuoso piece for the violin in the style of Sarasate."!^ The
titie page reads "Rapsodie de Concert" AU of thesetitiesaptiyreflectthe spuit of the
piece. WhUe working on the score. Ravel summoned Hel^ne Jourdan-Morhange, a
vutuoso viohnist and closefriend,to "Come quickly with your violin andtiietwentyfour Caprices by Paganini. "i*^ These virmosic smdies became his models, and
Tzigane displays the same degree of formidable technical difficulties.
Tzigane was completed in 1924, but the inspu^tion to write the piece came in
1922. WhUe attending a private musicale. Ravel heard his Sonata for Violin and Cello

15 RoUo H. Meyers, Ravel: Life & Works (New York: Thomas Yoseloff,
1960), p. 189.
16 Ravel, "The Great Musician Maurice Ravel TaUcs About his Art," interview
by Andr€ R6v6sz, ABC de Madrid (May 1,1924), p. 19, quoted in Orenstein, A Ravel
Reader, p. 431.
17 Nichols, Ravel Remembered, p. 123.
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performed by JeUy d'Aranyi and Hans Kindler. Later m tiie evening. Ravel requested
that the Hungarian violinist, Aranyi, play some gypsy tunes. He was so intrigued with
the exotic melodies that she continued to grant his requests untU 5:00 a.m.l8
Tzigane was originaUy scored for violin and lutii6al. The lutii^al was an
electronic device designed to alter the sound of the piano, producing a timbre sunUar to
a Hungarian cimbalom or a harpsichord, l^ The lutii^al was short-hved, but Ravel
caUed for its use in Tzigane and also in L'Enfant et les sortiliges.^
Tzigane was completed only two days before the first performance. The
composer was present at the prenuer which took place in London on AprU 26,1924,
with violinist JeUy d'Aranyi and pianist Henri GU-Marchex performing.^i There may
even have been revisions after this performance since the score bears the date AprilMay 1924.^ Ravel orchestrated the work in the same year, and JeUy d'Aranyi
performed it again with the Colonne orchestra under the direction of Gabriel Piem6 on
November 30,1924.^3 The orchestration caUs for the foUowing instmmentation: two
flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, two horns, trumpet, triangle,
tambourine, cymbal, cdesta, haip, and strings.
Reactions to the early performances were mixed. Although it was a huge
success with general audiences, Ravel's colleagues and critics were not so kind. In a

18 Omestein, Ravel: Man and Musician, pp. 85-86.
19 Ibid., p. 193.
20 Nichols, Ravel, p. 157.
21 Myers, p. 189.
22 Nichols, Ravel, p. 120.
23 Burnett James, Ravel: His Life and Times (New York: Hippocrene Books,
1983), p. 106.
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letter to Poulenc, Henri Sauguet, a young con^ser, called the work "artificial" and
"unattractive." He went on to say, "Increasingly I realizetiiatRavel does not like tiie
music of today. He must like it as little as we like what he's now produdng."2*
Anotiier critic wrote, "One is puzzled to understand what M. Ravel is at Eitiier tiie
work is a parody of tiie Liszt-Hubay-Brahms-Joachim school of Hungarian violin
music . . . , or it is an attempt to get awayfromtiielimited sphere of his previous
compositions to infuse into his work a littie of tiie warm blood it needs. "25
Tzigane faUs into the same category as Bolero and Rapsodie espagnole, in that
each work is a tribute totiiemusic of a particular nationahty, replete witii alltiiepatiios
of that nation's heritage. These worksrevealRavel's more passionate and exotic
nature, which is not so evident in the cooler, more calculated lines of the sonatas.
Tzigane is written m the style of a Hungarian verbunkos, a dance characterized
by a slow inttoduction (lassu) foUowed by other sections which are fast and vigorous
(friss). In Tzigane, there are five dances of varying degrees of importance included in
thefriss, one of whichfindsits origins in the lassu. Particular dances gam importance
by virtue of theu- extensiverepetitionand variation.
The piece opens with a lengthy introduction for solo viohn. It is very effective
since it enhances the improvisatory nature of the slow lament, aUowing the soloist to
manipulate the rhythms, phrasings, and tempos at wiU. The introduction calls for the
most vutuosic techniques, including a long passage to be played sul G, octaves,
double-stops, harp-like arpeggios, natural and artificial harmonics, and left-hand
pizzicati.

24 Francis Poulenc, Correspondence 1915-1963, comp. H61^ne de Wendel
(Paris: Editions du SeuU, 1967), p. 62, quoted in Nichols, Ravel, p. 121.
^The Times (April 28,1924), quoted in Omestein, Ravel: Man and Musician,
p. 88n.
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The opening passage begms in B minor, buttiiemany short phrases pass
tiirough several otiier nunor keys as weU. Ravel utihzes an original mode in which tiie
tonic is neighbored on dtiier side by a minor second m order to enhance the Hungarian
flavor. Long notes interspersed witii very fast ones, heavyrepeateddown-bow
strokes, and confinement to the G string serve to give the opening a dark, lusty
character (Ex. 4.43).
Ex. 4.43: Opening solo, vioUn (meas. 1-4)
L e n t o quasi cadenza
sul Sol tin al saKno *
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At measure 15, Theme A appears for the firsttimein B-flat minor (Ex. 4.44).
Ex. 4.44: Theme A, violin (meas. 15-17)
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This is the most important theme, for it appears in varied formtiiroughoutthe piece. In
contrast to the opening, it is a doleful melody, made more so by the expressive
portamenti. The theme becomes more plaintive and urgent as it progresses.
The opening themeretumsin measure 29, made more insistent and determined
by the voicing in octaves. After four measures, the melody continues transposed a
fourth higher than the opening, and embellished with chords and double-stops. In
measure 38, a fragment of the melody is repeated in a transitional descending fluny,
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finaUy giving way to a demure ascending D major aipcggiatedfigurewhich cuhninatcs
in a delicate triU. It is followed by a channing httie bird caU which utUizes harmonics to
produce the notes D and A. This passagerepresentstiiefirstappearance oftiicmajor
mode, and displays a bit of levity in what has been an otherwise dark and somber
setting. However, sobriety prevaUs in the two ensuing phrases, the first in D minor
foUowed by a paraUel phrase in D major.
A change in key signanur in measure 46 also marks a change in character. The
music becomes more improvisatory and disjointed, intermittentiy diverging from its
thematic origins with virmosicflourishes.FoUowing a cadence in C major m measure
58, the harp enters with afloriddisplay, as the viohn moves chromatically on uilled
double-stops. The entrance of the harp signals the transition to the.^5 portion of the
work. The two instmments finally converge on an A major chord in measure 66, from
which a prolonged A pedal emerges. At measure 68 the tempo of thefriss is
estabhshed, but it isn't until four measures later that an acmal pulse is defined by the
harp and celli.
Thefirstpresentation of Theme A in its dance form appears in the solo viohn
part at measure 76 (Ex. 4.45).
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Ex. 4.45: Theme A (meas. 76-79)
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The theme appears in A minor, and is accompanied by a murmuring A pedal produced
with the use of harmonics by the low strings and harp. In measure 88, the theme
modulates to D minor, anticipating the key of Theme B which arrives at measure 91.
The persistent raised fourth adds a special Gypsy fUur to this tiieme. Theme B is
simUar in character to the previoustiieme,but is played bytiieclarinet whUe the solo
viohn takes over the harmonic A pedal from the celli (Ex. 4.46).
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Ex. 4.46: Theme B (meas. 91-5)
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After aflashycadence in A major, Theme Aretumsin measure 104 in A minor. It is
played once again by the solo viohn, thistimefillingm the mtervening spaces with
sixteenth-note harmonics (Ex. 4.47). It is accompanied sotto voce by several
instruments stiU sustaining the A pedal.
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Ex. 4.47: Theme A (meas. 104-107)
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Theme Bretumsplayed by the solo viohn at measure 119. It is again in D
minor, and is harmonized with chords which give emphasis totiieraised fourth found
in tiie melody, i.e., E major and G-sharp diminished. The melody accelerates to a
fantastic cadence in A major, puncmated witii lavish harp glissandi. A brief cadenza
cuhninates in a tapering ascending chromatic scale.
The solo viohn presents Theme A once again in measure 134 m A minor. In
tius spunky variationtiiemelody notes are played spiccato, whUetiiemtervening
accompanimental notes are played pizzicato witiitiieleft hand. The oboe doubles tiie
tiieme, lending support and clarity totiieviolin line.
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Theme C is presented by the orchestra alone in measure 150 (Ex. 4.48). It
begins in B-flat major, modulates to E-flat major on itsremmdght measures later, and
finaUy cadences in A major.
Ex. 4.48: Theme C (meas. 150-153)
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Following a short transition of bmsque pizzicato chords and diminishing
harmonics played by the solo violin. Theme A makes three consecutive appearances.
In measure 168, the melody is in F-sharp minor, making this the only appearance of
Theme A not in the key of A minor. The solo viohn plays the melody using whistielike harmonics while the celesta and upper sttings provide a shimmering
accompaniment Qimpared to this delicate variation, the next ^pearance of Theme A
at measure 184 is heavy and raucous. Theretumof A minor aUows the solo violin to
make use of many open strings as it saws out the melody in mstic fashion,
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accompanied by bassoons and low strings. Theme A is once again varied in measure
192 astiieviohn playstiiettmetrilled intiiehighregister.The trUled orchestral strings
and wild swipes of tiie harp create an agitated exdtement
The fourth dance, or Theme D, arrives in measure 202 intiieviohn solo part
(Ex. 4.49). It is a jocose mne in D major and is ui a more leisurely tempo.
Ex. 4.49: Theme D (meas. 202-205)
iMeno vivo, srandloao
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The violin solofirstplays the two eight-measure phrases accompanied by clarinets,
bassoons, and low strings. The second phrase is thenrepeatedby the orchestra alone.
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This dance makes only a single appearance in its entirety and marks approximately tiic
mid-point of thefiriss.
Thefifthand final theme enters in measure 227 and is presented bytiieviohn
solo (Ex. 4.50). This theme and its key of D major wiU dominatetiieremainderof tiie
piece as it isrepeatedand varied in numerous ways.
Ex. 4.50: Theme E (meas. 227-230)
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On this, itsfirstappearance. Theme E is performed by the solo violin in a rather
straight-forward fashion and is accompanied by the string section. The next
occurrence, at measure 237,findsthe mbato solo embeUished with harmonics and lefthand pizzicato with the accompaniment provided prindpally by the harp. In measure
245, a two-measure fragment of the theme is used transitionaUy as it progresses
through several keys before arriving back at D major in measure 253. Here, Theme E
is played by the viohn in double-stops while the trumpet plays a fragment of Theme D.
In contrast, a very delicate variation of Theme E occurs in measure 263 as the violin
plays the theme entirely in harmonics, accompanied by a smaU ensemble playing in a
similarly high range.
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Following a descending orchestral shriek,tiieclosing section oftiiework
begins in measure 274. The viohn begins a perpetual motion passage which gradually
rises in pitch, volume, and velodty totiieend of the piece. This section also displays a
sununary oftiiemes,utihzing Themes A, C, and E. FoUowing a two measure
introduction, the solo violin begins with Theme E in D major played in a coarse
spiccato quietiy on the G string. At measure 288, Theme C enters. Theme Eretumsin
measure 294,renewingitself briefly m measure 303. Theme C reappears in measure
307 and becomes more and more fragmented as it spirals to a climax at the Poco meno
vivo in measure 320. After this two measurerespite,the dynamic finale begins with
Theme A. Theme C takes over in measure 331 where it once again fragments,risingin
pitch, speed, and exdtement Threefinaltriumphant chords, declaiming D major, end
the piece.
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CHAPTER V
TECHNICAL AND INTERPRETIVE ANALYSIS
There is httie written by Ravel abouttiieperformance practices of his own
works. The best indicationstiieperformer has inregardto the interpretation of Ravel's
music is what the composer himself has written in the scores. According to his
students and those who performed witii the composer. Ravel was insistenttiiatevery
indication in the music be foUowed hterally. Madeleine Grey, a French soprano,
reflected, "He was terribly demanding to work with, because his scores left notiiing to
chance."^ This increase in attention to detail intiiescore isreflectiveof an evolving
attitude of many composers intiieearly twentieth century. It is just one way they were
able to objectify and clarify their music in order to purgeromanticinfluence.
H616ne Jourdan-MOThange, a viohnist who gavefirstperformances of many of
Ravel's works and was also a close friend, said, "I have never known a composer so
sure of himself withregardto the markings in his music. So Ravel used to say
everything that had to be done, but above all . . . what was not to be done. "2 In
other words, the performer should heed predsely the instmctions in the score without
interpolating additional information. In speaking of Ravel's meticulous approach to his
scores, one author writes:
Always we are faced with consummate good taste . . . and
masterly editorship. . . . Not for himtiievague cre^ccmio hairpin,
beginning not always quite surely and often ending inexactiy, or the
careless marking of dynamics on a common level. Each instmment is
treated as if there were no others, or as if that particular instmment were
a soloist There is nothing careless, notiiing left to chance.^

1 Nichols, Ravel Remembered, p. 84.
2 Perlemuter, p. 3.
3 Demuth, p. 167.
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A common mistake made by perfonners of Ravel's music is contriving romantic
interpretations of his works. In reference to Ravel's piano worics,tiieautiior Demutii
stated, "He has suffered at the hands of pianists who see in everythmg sometiiing tiiat
is not tiiere. Ravel himself demanded a perfectiy cool and even performance of tiie
Pavane and the Sonatina; he was driven to fury when he heard pianists romanticizing
and sentunentahzing them beyond recognition."^ Problems most often arise when
performers take hberties with the tempo. Jourdan-Morhange states, "The great
difficulty in Ravel is to play sensitively without being dragged in rubato."^ It is
necessary to maintain "strict time in expression andrigoureven in mbato."^ Vlado
Perlemuter, a piano smdent of Ravel's, went so far as to say, "Slowing down is antiRavelian! Not slowing down doesn't mean playing inflexibly. Ravel's strict approach
doesn't scom subtiety."^ On the other hand, Perlemuter recounts an occasion when
"Ravel wanted a shght break after the very shght raUentando which he asked me to
make."8 It becomes apparent that the musician must use discretion and good taste in
tempering expression with Ravel's preponderance for steady tempo.
The problems inherent in performing the works of Ravel are simUar to the ones
encountered in the works of Mozart The fabric of each istightiywoven and requires
clean, precise, and accurate playing. As Perlemuter put it, "The clarity of the

4 Ibid., p. 179.
5 Perlemuter, p. 13.
6 Ibid., p. 3.
7 Ibid., p. 13.
8 Ibid., p. 12.
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writing . . . necessitates an extremely clean technique to go with it "9 Neitiier
composer's music tolerates an inclination towardromanticinterpretation.
The Sonata for Violin and Cello
First Movement
The opening ostinato of the first movement does not require any additional
inflection since the expression is written into the shape of the motive. It is preferable to
include the quarter note in the preceding slur to avoid accenting that note (Ex. 5.1). In
reference to another piece. Ravel said to Ricardo Vin6s, "Avoid emphasizing the first
beat; that would be vulgar. "^^ The warning is appropriate for this passage as well.
There arc several simUar passages occurring throughout the movement which benefit
from this bowing change.
Ex. 5.1: Fu-st mvt, bowing (meas. 1-5)
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When the violin assumes the melody from the cello in measure 18, one must
take special care to enundatetiiefirst note distinctiy in order to distinguish it as tiie
tiieme. This is particularly important because oftiiecharacteristic subdued quahty of
tiie opening harmonic andtiieinherent lack of vibrato. The color of tiie harmonic is an
important factor in estabhshingtiiemood which is further characterized bytiiestnicmral
importance of perfect intervals intiiemodal melody, andtiiesubdued dynamic level.
9 Ibid., p. 67.
10 Ibid., p. 13.
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The unrest created by the syncopations in measure 69 can be made more acute
witii a shght tonal accent attiiebegmmng of each note. This can be created witii a tiny
surge of bow speed and vibrato. The gesture must be subtie in order to obtain the
designated dynamic level of piano. To avoid ensemble problems, each instrument must
maintain an absolute tempo, even over the crescendo-diminuendo in measures 75-81,
and especially duringtiiepassage marked "expressif." Hd^ne Jordan-Morhange
warned that "within a multimde of nuances, you have to keep the unity of time which
was one of Ravel's tenets."^^ The same principle holds tme in simUar passages
beginning in measures 136 and 241.
Beginning in measure 158, a simplefiagmentisrepeatedand augmented
rhythmically. A naturalritenuto,or what Ravel caUed a "raUentando by
augmentation," 12 occurs through the notation. The viohnist must resist the temptation
to add a temporal raUentando before it is acmaUy marked in measure 168. This can
easily be achieved by hstening carefuUy to the steady eighth notes in the ceUo part
In measure 281, the two instmments must cooperate as they each contribute
notes to an overlapping minor-majorfigure(Ex. 5.2). If the two players are not aware
of the existing counteipoint, it is not likely to be evident to the audience.

11 Ibid., p. 31.
12 Ibid., p. 32.
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Ex. 5.2: Fust mvt, counterpoint (meas. 281-286)
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The four chords which concludetiiemovement should sound like the closing
cadence of a simple hymn. It is very effective to put the shghtest space between each
chord. The final double-stopped harmonic speaks more clearly when the bow is puUed
closer to the bridge.
Second Movement
The second movement of the sonata, the scherzo, can be played more musicaUy
if the performers imagine the meter is 4, with each beatrepresentingone measure as
Ravel wrote it. This allows the performers a broader sense of the overaU phrase
stmcture. Why did Ravel choose the existing meter? Perhaps he did it in order to
emphasize the scherzo nature of the movement by writing in smaUer increments or to
draw special attention to the passages in which duple and triple meters occur
simultaneously. Regardless, the audience wUl perceive the movement to be in four.
In determining a tempo for this movement, the performers should take into
account the technical difficulties that are to be reconcUed, particularly the quick
alternation between arco and pizzicato. One should also keep in mind that, even though
it is marked "Tr^s vif," "Ravel's vif is never hurried! "13

I3lbid., p. 52.
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At the outset, a very fast and narrow vibrato on each pizzicato note wiU serve to
enliven and electrify the opening ostinato. Therighttiiumbshould be anchored to tiie
fingerboard. Altiiough tins is not so cmcial at the beginning, it is necessary once tiie
arpeggios begm in order to keeptiienotes even. Suice the arpeggios wiU be plucked by
dragging thefingeracross the strings in one motion, they must be fingered in such a
way as torelegateone note per suing (Ex. 5.3).
Ex. 5.3: Second mvt.,fingering(meas. 17-20)
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Rolhng therightelbow in a downward motion while keeping the indexfingerrigidwill
fadlitate evenness of tone and rhythm. In addition, one must heed the accents which
occur on the first note of each arpeggio group in order for the major-minorfigureto
project In measure 33, the viohn becomesresponsiblefor aU of the notes in the majorminorfigure,so it is important to stress thefirstand last note of each aipeggio group,
i.e.,tiiefirstnote of each measure. In order to pluck the A suing witii the left hand
without also plucking the E suing, the left hand should be positioned high over the
fingerboard. One might choose to play the left hand pizzicati witii the thudfingerrather
than the fourth, since it is generally the stronger of the two.
The passage beginnmg at measure 49, and all similar passages throughout the
piece, may be played in the upper portion of the bow. The accents are created by
whipping the down-bows, but only shghtiy so as to remain witiiin the pianissimo
dynamic. Gradually the bow works toward the ftog m preparation fortiiefigureat
measure 57, which needs to be played in the lower portion of the bow.
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In measure 65. an imitative passage begins which poses a potential ensemble
hazard. Botii instruments must make each entrance m strict time. The cello acmaUy has
tiie more difficult part because oftiieadditional pizzicato note inserted between tiie
bowed notes. When a similar extended passage occurs later intiiemovement (measure
354),tiiepizzicato notes appear intiieviohn part as weU. One would normaUy play tiie
bowed notes in the upper half oftiiebow, but witiitiieaddition oftiiepizzicato notes,
tiie bowed notes must be conceded totiiemiddle oftiiebow in onier to place the bow
on the string quickly enough aftertiiepizzicato notes.
At measure 97, the tone of the pizzicato notes should once again be enhanced
witii vibrato. However, therightthumb cannot be anchored as it was previously since,
thistime,the bow hold must be prepared to play arco without delay. Ravel has created
a natural lirftpause at measure 141 by inserting an extra empty measure between the
groups of four. Since the gesture is written in the music, the tempo can remain
absolutely steady. The lirftpause sets off the foUowing chordal passage, which can be
played with consecutive down- and up-bows in order to sustain the tone in fortissimo.
The exception is that an extra down-bow must be added at the beginning of measure
146 in order for all of the three-note chords to be played on down-bows (Ex. 5.4).
Ex. 5.4: Second mvt, bowing (meas. 142-149)
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The sustained note which begins in measure 184 is probably too long to sustain
in fortissimo without changing the direction of the bow. In order for the sforzando
notes to come out down-bow, it is best to make one bow change in the middle of the
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sustamed note, preferably on a beat so tiiat any inadvertent sound wUl be concealed by
the ceUo. These notes must be played witii conviction and energy in order to play up
tiie dissonance between tiie two parts. A shght space before tiie mtervening sbcteentiinote figures wiU aUow tiie bow to produce a more effective sforzando.
In measure 304, the top two notes of the chord are played before the lower
trUled note. Since the upper notes are not written as grace notes, one can assume that
Ravel meant for them to be played on the beat
A long crescendo passage begins in measure 312 in which imitative figures are
intermpted by chordal segments occurring at progressively louder dynamic levels. In
the final extended chordal segment which begins in measure 369, every fourth measure
should begin on a down-bow. Because of the fortissimo dynamic, the passage
beginning in measure 385 should remain on the string in the lower portion of the bow.
The ceUo should not slow down on the pizzicato notes which close this section, since
the rhythm is already augmented, thereby creating a ritard that is written into the music.
The tempo is shghtiy slower beginning in measure 421. The violin triplets
serve as an accompaniment to the ceUo, and might be effectively played in the upper
half of the bow with a rather ethereal tone and no vibrato. The four measures
beginning at measure 429representthe primary melody and should sound like a deep
sigh. This can be accomplished by embellishing the notes, especiaUy the first, with
rich vibrato. The performers might consider indulging a shght raUentando before the
ceUo takes up the melody again in measure 437. Since vibrato is not an option for the
violin due to the harmonics, manipulation of the tempo and dynamics are the only
avaUable options for interpreting the "expressif' marking.
Beginning in measure 437, the violinist might consider breaking tiie bow where
the harmonics are slurred over the bar line (Ex. 5.5). This wUl improve tone on the
harmonics as weU as facihtate the crescendo.
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Ex. 5.5: Second mvt, bowing (meas. 437-444)
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Because of the gradual accelerando which begins in measure 441, one must take
spedal care not to taketimein the cadence leading to measure 447. The ceUo is
responsible for the bulk of the accelerando which occurs between measures 447 and
455. The violin entrance in measure 455 hes comfortably using the foUowing fingering
(Ex. 5.6).
Ex. 5.6: Second mvt.,fingering(meas. 455-458)
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The passage at measure 479 should be played very aggressively intiielower
portion of the bow, on the string and sid G. In order to play thefinalpizzicato doublestop dryly as mdicated,tiiestrmg can be plucked up towardtiiebridge and vibrato can
be eluninated. Altiiough it is marked pianissimo, enough force must be employed to
aUowtiienotes to be heard whUeremainingtme to the subtie effect which Ravel has
indicated.
Third Movement
The opening oftiietiiuximovement should be very cool and subdued. Botii
performers should play witii even tone and a moderate, but continuous vibrato, shaping
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tiie phrases tastefully while avoiding excessive sweUs in the midst of phrases. The
passage from measures 19 to 25 soundsricherif it is played aU on the A string. The
crescendo can also be enhanced by a vibrato which graduaUy becomes more fervent
At measure 25, as the phrase dies away, one might consider a slight raUentando and
pause before beginning the new section in the foUowing measure.
The octave B-flats should be played flautando intiieupper portion of the bow
and might even be played without vibrato in order to complement the dehcate character
of the cello melody, which contains several harmonics. In measures 32-33, the doublestopped string crossings are more easUy executed when the bow direction changes after
every pair of eighth notes. Therightelbow shouldremainon the E string level whUe
the hand quickly hfts the bow toreachthe G and D strings. One must always aim for
the outside strings.
The section beginning with the pick-up to measure 34 should demonstrate a
more animated character and the tone should becomerichwith vibrato. The directions
indicate that between measures 34 and 42, an accelerando should occur,resultingin a
tempo nearly double that of the opening. A massive crescendo paraUels this
accelerando. Some viohnists mayfindthe foUowing bowings andfingeringsuseful
(Ex. 5.7).
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Ex. 5.7: Third mvt, bowings and fingerings (meas. 34-46)
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A gradual raUentando and diminuendo dominate the section between measures 46-58,
mirroring the previous accelerando and crescendo.
The opening material, whichremmsin measure 58, is characterized by a muted
tone ratiiertiiantiiesul G tone as before. A shght pause may be taken before measure
70, paraUehng tiie similar gesmre before measure 25. Anotiier shght pause may be
taken beforetiiefinalnote. Be prepared to adjusttiiefinal note downward in order to
accommodate tiie troublesome harmonic intiieceUo part. The ending is very effective
iftiiefinalnote is played witiiout vibrato and dies away to notiiing.
Fourth Movement
The final movement of tiie sonata is problematic primarily because of tiie
ricochet bowing which introduces and permeatestiieentire movement The unportance
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of tius bowing is evident intiiefoUowmg anecdoterelatedby H6lbne Jourdan
Morhange:
Irememberworking on tiie 'Scherzo' [fourth movement] in the Duo,
where the rhythms and sonority oftiiespiccati must be uniform enough
to pass easUy fromtiieviohn totiieceUo. The ceUist Mar€chal and I
went over it again and again tUl we were giddy. Ravel would not aUow
thetiniestdiscrepancy between the sounds of the two instmments,
dissmiUar though they are. Sotiierewere arguments . . .
"It's too comphcated," I said, in order to keep my end up. "The
ceUo has to sound hke afluteandtiieviolin like a drum. It must be
great fiin writing such difficult stuff but no one's going to play it except
virmosos."
"Good!" he said, with a smUe, "then I shan't be assassinated by
amateurs! "1^
It is apparent fiom this story that, not only must each insuiiment play the
spiccati (ricochet) precisely, but each must play it predsely hke the otiier. It is not so
important if thericochetoccurs on an up-bow or a down-bow, as long astiierhythm is
accurate and the tone is clear. The best bowresponsefor thericochetbowing wiU be
found just above the mid-point of the bow. The key to producing an effective ricochet
is making sure that the bow achieves the proper height after the preceding eighth note.
The height from which the bow is dropped and the force with which the bow strikes the
string wiU determine the speed and number of ensuing sixteenth notes. Ravel has taken
the trouble to write the word "tenuto" over the last eighth note of the figure,
emphasizing the length of that note. This is imphed in aU appearances of thisfigurein
the movement. Notice that in measure 19, where the dynamic is fortissimo, the
ricochet bowing is not indicated and the staccato marks are no longer present.
Therefore, the bows should be taken consecutively beginning with an up-bow. The
eighth notes should have a bit more length even though the bow stiU comes off the
string, and the bow shouldremainon the string for the sixteenth notes.

1"* Nichols, Ravel Remembered, p. 77.
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In measure 33,tiiecello bowing should be consistent witiitiiatof the violin by
retaking down-bows on each repeated pattern. The performers may opt to alternate
down- and up- bows if tiie attack and decay are not discemibly affected. The quarter
note in measure 38 is an apparent misprint, and should be read as an eightii note
followed by an eightii rest in keeping witii the previous and subsequent pattems. The
foUowing bowing is suggested to facUitate the subito dynamic changes in measures 4445 (Ex. 5.8).
Ex. 5.8: Fourth mvt., bowing (meas. 41-45)
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The notes should become longer during the crescendo which precedes the subito piano.
Conversely, the notes foUowing the subito fortissimo should gradually be taken more
off the suing as their quality approaches that of the pizzicati.
The broken octaves which occur in measure 59 and 62 should be practiced as
octave double-stops. Even when the bow breaks the notes as indicated in the score, the
left hand must finger the octaves as units because of the brisk tempo. The following
fingering nught be used in order to avoid double-string crossings (Ex. 5.9).
Ex. 5.9: Fourth mvt.,fingering(meas. 59-63)
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It seems apparent that some indications forricochetbowings have been omitted.
Thefirstsuch occasion is in measure 82, wheretiiegroup of notes on tiie second beat
should be on the same bow as they were previously m measure 78 (Ex. 5.10).
Ex. 5.10: Fourth mvt., bowing (meas. 82-83)
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A similar onussion occurs in measures 89-90 (Ex. 5.11).
Ex. 5.11: Fourth mvt., bowing (meas. 89-91)
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The initial chord in measure 99 is difficult, espedaUy for a smaU hand, because
of the large span required between the second and fourth fingers. If intonation is a
problem here, one can try setting the fourth finger fu^t and reaching back to catch the
first and second fingers.
In measures 105-108, the viohnist must play essentially two parts. This can be
easUy accomphshed by using a rather weighty bow stroke on the open D. While
keeping the bow arm steadUy on the D string level, one can hft the hand fiom the wrist
just enough to touch the notes on the G string witiiout disturbingtiieD string pedal. A
similarfigureoccurs in measures 126-131; however, the secondary notes are played
pizzicato with the left hand. Strategic execution of this maneuver demands that the
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second finger, which is used to stop the string for the first pizzicato note, be placed
prior to thetimeit is plucked. It is wise to prepare the secondfingeras early as the
second beat of the previous measure (Ex. 5.12). The note can then be plucked with the
third finger.
Ex. 5.12: Fourth mvt, finger preparation (meas. 126-132)
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The passage beginning in measure 112 hes weU in second position. In this
way, the pair of notes at the beginning and end of theflourishesin measures 117 and
119 are played on the G string, allowing the bow to pass smoothly and evenly across
the other three strings. Theflourishesin measures 153 and 155 can also be played in
second position using an open D. In this case, there are two notes on the E string
which again pemuts even string crossings.
The measured sixteenth notes beginning in measure 187 should be played on
the G string to avoid string crossings. They should be kept to a murmur sotiiatthe
pizzicato melody in the ceUo part can be heard clearly. This is especiaUy important
since botii instmments are playmg intiiesame range. OntiieA major arpeggios
beginning in measure 195, therighthand and elbow should move m a smootii up and
down motion as the bow crosses the strings. In measure 206, the bow need not come
off the string duringtiieleft-hand pizzicati as long astiiebow does notreston the string
which is being plucked. The strings can be plucked most favorably witiitiietiiird
finger.
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Close scmtiny of the violin theme in measure 207 reveals some subtie
articulation differences from those played by the ceUo in measure 168. The absence of
tenuto Unes in the first measure and a slur five measures later suggests a crisper bow
stroke and a more agitated style. Conversely, the bow stroke becomes heavier and
more insistent in measure 215 with the addition of tenuto hues and a dynamic marking
of mezzoforte. In measure 224, the absence of staccato marks and the forte dynamic
suggest that these notes should be played on the string.
At the end of measure 229, one wiU notice the presence of the comma printed in
the score. Jourdan-Morhange explains that the comma in Ravel's music, generally
speaking, "restores the importance of tiie beginning of the melody. "15
The passage beginning in measure 230 has several instances where notes are
preceded by two or four grace notes. These should aU be placed before the beat The
first occurrence follows the comma, so there is plenty of time in which to place the
grace notes. Since the following measures are played by the violin alone, shght
deviations in the rhythm due to the insertion of the grace notes wiU not affect the
ensemble. However, one should make every effort to keep the rhythm stable. When
the ceUo joins the viohn in measure 239, the pulse must remain steady. Observe also
that, once the dynamic level increases to forte, the eighth notes are no longer marked
staccato, suggesting that they should be played with a longer and weightier bow stroke.
Thericochetbowing is omitted from the sixteenth notes in the fortissimo passage, as it
was in measures 20 and 22, so the bows should be taken as they come.
During the crescendo which begins in measure 276, the bow strokes should
graduaUy become longer until they are legato at the fortissimo. The entrance at measure
290 seems to be more powerful when it is begun with a down-bow, omitting the

15 Perlemuter, p. 6.
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double up-bow in measure 292. The same is true in measures 296, 304, and 308 (Ex.
5.13). The ceUo might also benefit from this bowing where it first plays this theme in
measure 285.
Ex. 5.13: Fourth mvt, bowing (meas. 290-293)
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After a long passage in fortissimo, the piano motives which appear in measures
327 and 335 come as quite a surprise. These passages should be totally disparate from
the clamor which surrounds thenL Their character should be sedate andreflectiveof
the theme as it appeared in the opening of the first movement These abmpt changes in
mood must be accomphshed without any deviation in tempo.
The dotted rhythms, such as the one found in measure 349, are fadhtated by
hooking the bows (Ex. 5.14).
Ex. 5.14: Fourth mvt, bowing (meas. 349-350)
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As the piece hurtles to an end, a shght break wiU occur prior to the penultimate
measure since both instruments wiUretakea down-bow. The chords in the final
cadence should be sustained and dehberate. A shght delay before the pizzicato chord
lends a sense offinalityto the movement
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The Sonata for Violin and Piann
First Movement
The three movements of this sonata are surprisingly diverse in terms of
character and style. Thefirstmovement features more elements which might be
considered impressionistic in character. The long meandering melodies, veUed
accompaniments, paraUel harmonies, and predominantiy subdued dynamic levels
conuibute to a character of cool ethereality. It is not possible to describe every nuance
in this paper, however, the concept of varied tone color should be of contmuing
concern to the violinist Ravel makes quite an issue of the incongmity of the violin and
the piano in this sonata, and the element of tone color is the primary factor in
distinguishing the character of the two instmments in this movement
The opening theme is cool and simphstic. Ravel chooses to give the line first to
the piano, making it all the more dispassioned because it is unaccompanied and devoid
of the warmth that vibrato might provide. The inflections of the melody are suffidentiy
expressive, and the performers should avoid imposing any additional nuance or
flucmation in tempo, which would only serve to disturb the serene ambiance. In his
book. Violin and Keyboard: The Duo Repertoire, Abram Loft warns the performers
about the opening four-notefigurewhich appears so often in this theme and throughout
the movement 1^ He cautions that the sixteenth notes should be played neither
flippantiy nor pedantically, but ratiier, fluidly.
When the theme is passed to the violin in measure 7, the serene mood
estabhshed by the piano must be maintained. The use oftiieharmonic on the first note
adds to the desired color. The tenuto marks in combination with staccato marks

16 Abram Loft, Violin and Keyboard: The Duo Repertoire, vol. 2, From
Beethoven to the Present (New York: Grossman Publishers, 1973), p. 224.
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probably mdicate a shght portato bow stroke, perhaps in inutation of the sound of tiie
hammers gentiy striking the strings on the piano. Care must be taken to avoid
accenting the notes which are on separate bows. Each timetiietone G is sustained in
tiie viohn part,tiiepiano mterposes unportanttiiematicmaterial. Fortiiisreason,tiie
viohn should acquiesce to the piano, aUowing the sustained tones to decay shghtiy as
they would if tiiey were played on the piano. The moving notes can then be played
with more presence. Because the piano has important melodic material ui measures 13
and 14, it is wise for the violin to delay the beginnmg of the crescendo untUtiiemiddle
of measure 14. This crescendo is a subtie gesture and shouldriseonly to the level of
mezzopiano.
There exists the temptation to slow down at the end of measure 16 because of
the decrescendo which leads to theretumoftiieopening theme in the piano.
Perlemuter explains that "subtiety in bringing in repeats is not achieved by slowing
down but through sonority."l^ A change in sonority can be achieved during the
decrescendo by lessening the weight of the bow on the string and moving the bow
away from the bridge. This is the only preparation necessary for the murmuring
accompaniment which begins in the foUowing measure. A hght bow wUl create an
appropriatefiUgreebackground for the piano theme. In order to execute the slurred
string crossings smoothly and evenly during this convoluted passage, it is best to keep
therightelbow low, hfting the hand and forearm toreachthe lower strings.
The theme is passed to the violin in measure 23 where the viohn can again play
with more tonal presence. Since the piano plays only a fihgree accompaniment, the
sustained notes in the viohn no longer play a passive role. Replete with an everintensifying vibrato, the sustained notes can actively propel the crescendo to an

17 Perlemuter, p. 14.
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unmhibited forte. Despite the fact that the melodic line begins its descent in measure
30, the tone shouldremainfuU untU the decrescendo is actuaUy indicated at the end of
the following measure. The melody can then fade away to nothing, but witiiout
slowing down.
The dance-likefigureoccurring in measure 36 is percussive in nature, and
should sound as crisp and articulate as the beat of a snare dmm. Since the pianist is
restriking the same key during the sixteenth notes, these notes must, out of necessity,
be very short. The violinist can simulate this sound either by taking the sixteenth notes
on separate bows, or by playing them on the same bow as printed. The entire figure
should be played on the G string in order to avoid an open D.
The violin entrance at measure 41 is marked "espressivo" and should not be
mistaken for accompaniment Itrepresentsthe preeminent melodic material and should
be played accordingly. The foUowingfingeringmay prove to be useful for securing
intonation (Ex. 5.15).
Ex. 5.15: First mvt.,fingering(meas. 41-45)
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The viohn entrance in measure 53 should emanatefromnotiimg, becoming
warm witii vibrato and tone. One might consider beginning this passage on the A
string in fiftii position m order to take advantage oftiierichertone color of tiie lower
string. Altiiough mitiaUytiiemelodic hne followstiiatoftiieopeningtiieme,tiie
character is more lackadaisical because of the fact that the rhythm has been augmented
significantiy. The violinist may wish to interject additional slurs in the printed bowing
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m order to accommodate tiie languid nature of this melody. Botii performers must be
careful to hold the tempo steady as the rhythms become even more augmented
beginning in measure 85.
Witii theretumof the openmgtiiememtiiepiano in measure 108, foUowed by
the dance-like motives in the violin, the movement recjqjtures its original momentum.
During this development, the violin and piano trade the important melodic material back
and forth. The two must be sensitive to one another, each must, in tum, defer to, yet
support the prindpal part. The path of the theme must be clear to the audience as it
wends its way from one voice to another. Because of the manytiednotes in this
section, both instmments must take care to keep the notes after the tie m tempo. The
hazard lies in remaining on thetiestoo long, causing the foUowing tones to be late.
Due to a printing error, the D-sharp has been omitted from the violin part in
measure 152.
The fortissimo tremolo at measure 153 should be played very fast with the bow
near the bridge. The bow can move graduaUy awayfromthe bridge during the course
of the decrescendo; however, the energy and speed of the tremolo should remain
consistent. The decrescendo is very gradual and should betimedso as to reach its
nadir at the pianissimo in measure 165. The foUowingfingeringmay prove to be
useful in the ascending tremolo passage (Ex. 5.16).
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Ex. 5.16: Fu^t mvt, fingering (meas. 165-172)
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The decrescendo in measure 172 should dwindle to pianissimo and may be
accompanied by a shght relaxation of the tempo.
At the recapimlation in measure 173, the violin and piano have equaUy
important, yet independent parts. Again, the violinist may choose to alter the printed
bowing to include more notes in some bows in order to enhance the cantabile style.
One should avoid excessive use of portamento so as not to make the mne too
sentimental.
The viohnist needs to be aware of potential ensemble problems in measures
201,203, and 206, in which the piano plays a grace note prior to the down-beat.
Although the pianist must make every effort to play the grace notes in advance of tiie
beat, the violinist must hsten in order to avoid anticipation of the beat The decrescendo
in measure 202 may be accompanied by a shght raUentando, but the tempo should be
resumed intiiefoUowing measure. Smce Ravel has written a "raUentando by
augmentation," 18tiiereis no need for the performers to add more. In measure 209 one
might be tempted to begin a crescendo because of the ascending line. On the contrary,
a diminuendo begins two measures later. The last measures should be played with
18 Ibid., p. 32.
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clear tone and a continuous, but moderate, vibrato. Therateof tonal decay on the final
note should be matched to the piano.
Second Movement
The "Blues" movement is unique in that it requires techniques and a style of
playing not usuaUy called for or recommended in the sonata hterature. These
techniques include long, slow portamenti and various forms of pizzicato. For example,
chords such as the ones found at the beginning of this movement would normaUy be
played crisply in an attempt to play all three notes at once. In this case, however, the
chords should be stmmmed lazily, such as one would strum a guitar. One should use
theflatpart of the forefinger in a horizontal approach to the G string. Strumming the
strings at an angle, i.e., moving awayfix>mthe bridge in the direction oftiieupper
strings, may help the top note of the chord be heard more clearly. The forte chords are
bold, yet tasteful gestures and should be colored with a more ardent vibrato. These
chords become the heartbeat of the movement and remain constant to the end.
There are many portamenti marked in the violin part throughout the movement
such as the one found in measure 12. These should not be heard as individual notes,
butrather,as smooth slides. It seems apparent that Ravel notated them this way in
order to clearly indicate where the shdes begin and end metricaUy, which in tum
governs how fast they should move. On the slides which traverse only a smaU interval,
such as a major second, a nice effect can be achieved merely by extending or
straightening the finger ontiieshde, andtiienvibrating ontiieflatpart of tiie finger. It
is appropriate to use tasteful portamenti in addition to the ones indicated m the score, in
order to enhance the sultry nature of this music.
Thefirstmelodicfigurein measure 12 shows a tenuto mark over thefirstnote
in the viohn score. One can stress this note by using a faster bow than on the second,
and also by using a more urgent vibrato. After "leaning" into the shde, the sustained G
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can fade away. Starting the phrase on an up-bow wiU aUow a more natural shaping of
the phrase. The second phrase uses the same prindples, but a shght crescendo leads to
the start of the slide. In the third phrase which begins in measure 17, the emphasis
should come on the first note of the slurred pairs of notes. This gives the phrase a
syncopated feel by putting emphasis on the weak part of the beat The following
example includes some fingerings and bowingstiiatmay be useful (Ex. 5.17).
Ex. 5.17: Second mvt,fingeringsand bowings (meas. 12-26)
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The foUowing change in bowing at measure 54 may be more comfortable and
allows the sustained notes to come out on a down-bow (Ex. 5.18). However, one
should keep in mind that when this theme sqjpeared previously in measures 12 and 28,
the first two notes were slmred. Therefore, in order to duplicate that sound, the chord
should connea smoothly to the following note.
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Ex. 5.18: Second mvt, bowing (meas. 54-59)
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Unlike the strummed chords, the pizzicato passage beginning in measure 72
should be played withtiierighttiiumbanchored totiiecomer oftiiefingerboard,
producing a tone that is clear and biting. The shdes in measures 75 and 76 can be
executed neatiy by leaving the left thumb in first position and extending the first finger
up to reach the G-sharp (Ex. 5.19).
Ex. 5.19: Second mvt.,fingering(meas. 75-77)
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The viohn can make a dramatic entrance at measure 80 by starting pianissimo
and nonvibrato, and making the first note blossom as the volume increases and the
vibrato intensifies. In measure 84, one can add a nice touch be shding up to each E
(Ex. 5.20).
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Ex. 5.20: Second mvt, fingering and bowing (meas. 80-85)
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In measure 94, the second pair of sixteenth notes may be taken on separate
bows witii tiie bow firmly on tiie string. This wUl enhancetiiehusky sound of tiie
ponticello (Ex. 5.21).
Ex. 5.21: Second mvt., fingering and bowing (meas., 94)
sul ponticello
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In measure 95, the pizzicato chords are mariced with down- and up-bow
strokes. This simply indicates that the first chord is to be played in the normal fashion,
which is in the du-ection of low to high suings, and the second chord is to be played
with the naU of the forefinger in the opposite du-ection, orfiiomthe high to the low
strings. This technique can be executed by leaving therighttiiumbunanchored and
strumming the strings with arigidindexfinger,the motion emanating primarily from
the wrist. In the following measure, the ghssando spans the length of the quarter note,
whUe therightforefinger stmms sixteenth notes in a down-up-down-up motion (Ex.
5.22).
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Ex. 5.22: Second mvt, pizzicati (meas. 96)
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The crescendo beginning in measure 108 should begin at the level of piano and
make a dramatic crescendo to fortissuno. The character of the theme this time is coarse
and bawdy. The violinist should feel free to mterpolate shdes which are overt and even
overplayed by traditional standards.
When the pizzicatiretumin measure 121, theyremainfortissimo. The end of
this section comes abmptiy and unexpectedly, as if both players are suddenly spent
The finalrecurrenceof the theme comes as if in a dream, the epUogue to a fantastic
bacchanalia. Thefinalportamento should shde deUberately up to the "blue" note,
leaving the audience with a wry smUe.
Third Movement
The third movement requires stamina and determined concenttation on the part
of the viohnist The score is difficult to read because of the many repeated measure
signs. However, this shorthand is necessary in order to include the entire score on two
pages. There is hardlytimeto bhnk, let alonetimeto tum a page!
The introduction is in the same tempo as the body of the movement, so one
must already have the tempo of the sixteenth notes in mind. Once it begins, the tempo
never flucmates. A tempo must be chosen that is fast, yet aUows every note to speak
clearly. Perlemuter reminds us, "Virtuosity is essential, but it is not an end! "19

19 Ibid., p. 35.
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During the introduction, the violin and the piano play independentiy, taking
turns at molding the themefix)mthe first movement theme which, here, becomes a
peipemal motion. However, the two instmments must combine efforts to make a very
gradual crescendo from pianissimo to forte over the course of thirteen measures.
Although the first violin entrance is pianissimo, the initial pizzicato must be played with
enough energy so that the audience hears two notes. The first finger needs to go down
immediately so that the grace note is very short Each of the violin entrances is
progressively louder. The piano is singularlyresponsiblefor the decrescendo in the
final measure of the introduction.
As with many emdes, it is easy to aUow oneself to play perpemal motion pieces,
such as this, in a mechanical fashion. It is important toreachbeyond the technical
problems (which are indeed numerous) to an artistic performance. One must constantiy
endeavor to shape phrases, clarify the melody, which sometimes hes obscured within
the clutter of notes, and emphasize syncopated rhythms. By additionaUy foUowing the
dynamics printed in the score, which cover the gamut from pianissimo to fortissimo, an
exhUarating performance wiU result
There are several bowings that exist in the piano score that differfromthe violin
score. Before beginning work on this movement, the violinist should consult the piano
score and observe the bowing and articulation discrepancies in measures 88, 89, and
121. Although these changes are helpful, they do not reconcile aU of the bowing
problems in this movement and additional editing wiU be necessary.
The skteenth notes of the theme should be played intiiepart of tiie bow where
the upper arm and forearm join to form a square angle. At a performance tempo, the
notes require a very smaU amount of bow and a consistent weight on the suing with the
bow hair flat. Several variables wiU determinetiieideal placement of the bow on tiie
string. For example, the bow should move more closely to the bridge on the higher
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strings. Also, as the fingers travel into the higher positions, the bow shoukl move
graduaUy toward the bridge. Furthermore, a louder dynantic level wiU require the bow
to be placed nearer the bridge. In essence, the bow should be kept as close to the
bridge as is possible whUe stiU maintaining a good tone.
Some of the most difficult playing for the left hand lies in the opening of the
perpemal motion which is marked sul G. The left hand must be placed weU over the
fingerboard in order for thefingersto have suffident strength in the high positions.
The elbow can assist by pulling under the violin to an extreme degree. Some shifting
can be ehminated in this passage by stretching to wide intervals. In measure 15, the E
can bereachedwith fourth finger without shifting. Beginning on the second beat of
measure 23, the foUowing several beats can be played without shifting simply by
stretching up to the D and back to the E-sharp.
An additional slur should be added to the violin part in measure 28 (Ex. 5.23).
Ex. 5.23: Thu-d mvt., bowing (meas. 28)
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In measure 48, the bow needs to begin working its way toward thefrogin
preparation for the longer slurs beginning in measure 50. In order fortiiebowing to
produce a down-bow at measure 52, one may wish to take one bow per bar intiietwo
preceding measures (Ex. 5.24).
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Ex. 5.24: Third mvt, bowing (meas. 50-51)
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Beginning in measure 52, a natural crescendo-diminuendo should occur over
the two measure phrases, following tiie contour oftiiemelody. One can enhance the
hemiola effect in measure 56 by "stinging" the first note of the up-bow. An extra bow
in measure 60 wUl allow the next measure to begin on a down-bow as it did previously
in measure 52 (Ex. 5.25).
Ex. 5.25: Thfrd mvt., bowing (meas. 60)
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In measure 77 and other passages where the arpeggios cross aU four strings, the
right elbow and forearm should move up and down in a smooth and even motion as the
bow crosses the strings.
Some bowing discrepancies exist between the viohn score and the piano score
in measures 88 and 89. However, botii bowings are somewhat awkward. The
following example shows an alternative that works nicely (Ex. 5.26).
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Ex. 5.26: TWrd mvt, bowing (meas. 88)
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The bowing which occurs in measures 92,95, and 100 is tricky because tiie
pattern of string crossings changes on each beat It helps to hsten totiiemelodic Ime of
tiie notes on the lower string, and to mentaUy prepare fortiiebow adjustment
There are several instances between measures 95 and 103 where pairs of notes
are marked up-bow staccato. These are very difficult to execute at a fast tempo. One
should expect to achieve only a shght separation at best
In measure 105, where aU of the notes come on separate bows, sautilli should
be used. This stroke reqdres only atinyamount of bow, and the bow wUl leave the
string only shghtiy. Much of this passage hes weU in second and fourth positions.
Some violmists may fmd the foUowingfingeringhelpful (Ex. 5.27).
Ex. 5.27: Third mvt, fingering (meas. 114)
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From measure 155 to the end of the movement, the violmist should practice aU
of tiie broken octaves as octave double-stops (Ex. 5.28). Even after the bow breaks tiie
octaves, they must still befingeredas double-stops.
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Ex. 5.28: Third mvt, practice suggestion for broken octaves (meas. 155-156)
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Thefinalchord of the movement should be held, witiiout diminuendo, to the
end of the bow. There is no need to take two bows on this tone.
Tzigane
Tzigane requires a completely different style of playing than the sonatas. In
fact, theyrepresentopposite ends of the style spectmm On one hand, the sonatas arc
written in a very controUed, Neoclassical manner with many nuances dictated by the
composer. Clear, predse, and rhythmic playing is essential to the very nature of these
works. In contrast, Tzigane, especially the introductory material, is written in an
improvisatory fashion. The score merely provides guidelines for the performer. The
music is nothing without the passion and mstic fervor which must be instUled by the
violinist in order to create an inspired performance. Sultiy portamento, sensuous
mbato, and amorous vibrato are to be cultivatedratherthan spumed. The performer
has much morefireedomto wield artistic license and infuse the work with a touch of
personal style. Every nuance cannot be addressed in a paper such as this and many of
the suggestions wiU be of a general nature. Many of the suggestions, too, are
representative of the interpretative style of this particular author and may be disregarded
by another performer.
The piece opens witiitiieviolin alone m a lengthy cadenza-like rhapsody. It
exudes the essence and passion of the Hungarian folk songs from which the composer
took inspu-ation. A determined attack of thefirstnote wUl launch the piece with a
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dramatic flair. The long down-bow shouW be played witiirich,robusttone and a
zealous vibrato, which should be maintained through measure 14. In measure 3, a nice
gesture can be achieved by shduigtfiefirstfingerfiomtiieA-sharp down totiieopen
G, which cantiienbe emphasized witii a shght agogic accent (Ex. 5.29).
Ex. 5.29: Stylistic suggestion (meas. 3-4)
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The first note of measure 5 can be played in the middle of the bow, allowing the second
note enough bow to grow in volume and intensity. The eighth notes in the same
measure should be heavy and fiiU, not chopped. In order to create a unit of the two
fragmented phrases which begin in measures 5 and 7, theflourishat the end of measure
6 can move to the last note, while theflourishat the end of the next phrase in measure 8
can taper off, both in tempo and volume.
The next section is marked both 'Tempo mbato" and "espressivo." One should
savor each note of the anacmsis, shding provocatively up to the octave A. In measures
10 and 11, the sixteenth notes need not be predsely measured, but instead, may
graduaUy accelerate into the next measure. Since measures 9,10, and 11 all begin
alike, one nught wish to use separate fingers for the first two notes in measure 9, and
then slide from the A to the G-sharp in measures 10 and 11. In measure 11, the last
two sixteenth notes of the second beat should be slurred in the violin score. In the Vivo
section, the downbeat of measure 13 can be delayed shghtiy so as to distinguish it as
the beginning of the descending line and also create a more dehberate ending. In
measure 14, the G-sharp and C-sharp can befingeredwith the first and fourth fingers,
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botii of whichremainon the string as they slide back to playtiieharmonics (Ex. 5.30).
The harmonics wiU sound like distant echoes of the two preceding notes.
Ex. 5.30: Fingering (meas. 14)
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The new melody at measure 15 brings with it a change in dynamic level and
mood. The mood is doleful and forlom which the viohnist can create by playing with a
less intense tone. Since there are already glissandi marked on the upward shifts, it is
best to minimize the slides on the downward shifts. Also, one can make more of the
second of each pair of ascending shdes, to keepfix)mbecoming monotonous. In
measure 20, where the dynamic level oftiienew phrase increases to mezzoforte, the
melody becomes more active and purposefiil, and the viohnist can again play with a fiiU
tone. This passage might feel more comfortable if started on a down-bow.
The ascending line in measure 26 speaks of angry determination. The bow wUl
be very near the bridge by now, and each note should have a distinct bite. One might
prefer to take an additional down-bow on thefinalnote of measure 26 in order to create
a more powerful chmax to the phrase. An extra bow may also be taken on the last note
of measure 28 for tone as weU as drama (Ex. 5.31).
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Ex. 5.31: Bowing (meas. 26-28)
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A repetition of the opening material voiced in octaves begins in measure 29.
When playing octaves, the lower note should be stressed. Because the dynamic level is
elevated to fortissimo, additional bows may be needed on the thirty-second notes. The
bow changes also serve to maketiieoctaves cleaner, espedaUy when shifting more than
a half-step. Some viohnists may find the following bowing usefiil and some may even
wish to play each of tiie octaves on a separate bow (Ex. 5.32).
Ex. 5.32: Bowing (meas. 29-32)
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In the passage beginning at measure 33, the four-note chords sound more
convindng when deliberately broken so that the bottom two notes act as grace notes.
The three note chords, on the other hand, need not be broken, thus aUowing the
rhythmic momentum to cany through to the next measure. For those whofindit
difficult to cover three strings with one finger, the chord on the third beat of measure 33
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may be more easUy played by mckingtiiefffst finger undertiieotiiers ontiieE string
(Ex. 5.33).
Ex. 5.33: Fingering (meas. 33-34)
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In measure 34, one may once again wish to separate the bows on the thirtysecond notes. The following bowing andfingeringworks nicely in measure 36 (Ex.
5.34).
Ex. 5.34: Fingering and bowmg (meas. 36)
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In the phrase marked "Rubato," the sixteenth notes can be manipulated even
more hberally than they were in the equivalent passage beginning in measure 9. In
measure 39, the shift up to the D octave can be delayed shghtiy in order to emphasize
thereiterationof the scale line. In the foUowing measure, the separate bows can be
taken off the string with an aggressive approach to the string. The arpeggios in
measure 41 should wait to begin untU the preceding D has hadtimeto fade all the way
to piano. One can also drop thefingeredD in the course of the diminuendo in order to
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diminish the tone and also to give the end of the note an austere,remotefeeling. The
arpeggios can startrathertentatively, working up to a predpitous tempo by the third
group. Theresolutionof the triUed A isratherambiguous. One might choose totiethe
resolution note to the triU, allowing the triUed note to simply dissipate. Another option
is to precede theresolutionto the triU with a lower ndghbor. Since the placement of the
bar line indicates that the end of this section occurs after the harmonics, it is preferable
not to put an extensive pause prior to the harmonics. Rather than playing the harmonics
on a single string, some violinists mayfindthat the notes speak more readily when
played on adjacent strings (Ex. 5.35).
Ex. 5.35: Fingering (meas. 41)
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The section beginning in measure 42 brings with it a subdued sadness. The
first phrase can be played with a hght tone and a hairpin which peaks on the down-beat
of the second measure. The second phrase, now in the major mode, becomes more
blithe in character and can be played with more tonal intensity. The grace notes which
precede tiie fu-st beat can be played all ontiieG string. The foUowingfingeringfor tiiis
section may prove to be helpful (Ex. 5.36).
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Ex. 5.36: Fingering (meas. 42-45)
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The next section beginning in measure 46 is marked "Molto espressivo,
portando" and can be played witii fuU tone. Portando indicatestiiatit should be played
very legato, thefingerssliding from one double-stop to the next. Since harmonics
generally sound better when played witii plenty of bow, one might consider taking each
of tiie harmonics in measures 49 and 50 on separate bows. Some violinists may prefer
the following bowing (Ex. 5.37).
Ex. 5.37: Bowing (meas. 48-50)
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In preparation for the left-hand pizzicato passage, the left hand should be held
high on the neck so that thefingerscan curve well overtiiestrings. Thefingersshould
be set on the far side of the strings so that they can be puUed back toward the palm of
the hand. Since there is a tendency for the bowed notes to come late, one might
consider taking the second bowed note on a down-bow since this is a more natural
motion for therighthand. The arpeggiatedfifthswhich follow can begin rather
tentatively, and then move quickly on thefinalsweep to the top.
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In measure 54, one nught prefer to take the harmonics on separate bows again.
Even though the harmonics are played witii spaces betweentiiem,tiiefingersshould
remain on tiie strings as if tiie bows were legato. Theflourishat the beginning of
measure 57 should be played all ontiieG string, shding up totiietop of tiie string for
the harmonic (Ex. 5.38).
Ex. 5.38: Fingering (meas. 57)
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On the double-stopped triUs, which signal the entrance of the orchestra, one
may wish to trill with the second and thirdfingersextended to reach the upper notes in
order to take advantage of their relative strength. Additional bows, beyond the ones
indicated in the printed score, may be needed to produce an unresuicted tone. The
rhythm and ensemble of this transition to the dances, which begins in measure 59, is
very ambiguous. The viohnist must be well aware of where the harp arpeggios begin
and where they peak. Since the conductor must indicate the beginning of each semimeasure for the orchesn-a, the difficulty with the ensemble hes in accurately timing the
material between these bar lines. This is further comphcated by the fact that this entirc
section is marked "Quasi cadenza," indicating that the beat may not remain consistent
The harp acmally plays the leading role in this cadenza, demandingflexibihtyof the
viohn in the auxiliary position. When performing with piano, the pianist should be
rcsponsible for indicating the down-beat of each senu-measurc.
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After eight measurcs of introduction, the violin begins thefirstdance at measure
76. It is stated in arathersimple fashion on itsfirstappearance since it wiU be varied at
eachrcpetition.Even though the melody isrclativelysimple, it is fuU of life and
energy. Each note should have a "sting" at the beginning, created morc by bow speed
than weight In measures 78-80 and 86-87 one might choose to take down- and upbows consecutively in order to make the melodic line less choppy. In measure 80, one
must take care to distinguish between the two rhythmic pattems. Whereas in the first
pattem the grace note is simply an omament, both notes of the second pattern represent
integral parts of the melodic line. The foUowing change of bowing in measures 82-83
makes the most of a shde which one might consider adding in preparation for the
second statement of the melody (Ex. 5.39).
Ex. 5.39: Bowing andfingering(meas. 82-83)
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Therepeatedpattem beginning in measure 91 serves as accompaniment to the
melody which is played by the clarinet. Even though the harmonics are only
accompaniment, one should use plenty of bow in order to make them speak clearly,
especially since there is noriskof covering the clarinet line. By starting the passage
up-bow and foUowing each pizzicato note with a down-bow, a natural pattem of string
crossings is achieved. The passage can be played intiurdposition, usingtiietiurd
finger to pluck the pizzicato note.
Intiiesection which begins in measure 104, the violin plays the melody using
stopped notes and an accompaniment using harmonics. There are two basic problems
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inherent in this variation. The problem for therighthand is the constantiy changing
pattem of string crossings. In executing the string crossings, one should minimize the
vertical motion of the elbow, using primarily the forearm and wrist to move from string
to string. The second difficult aspect of this variation is coordinating tiie left-hand
fingers to stop the strings for the melody notes whUe only touching the strings for the
harmonics. Both problems wiU only be solved by slow repetition, carefully training
each hand to perform its appropriate task. The passage is best played in third position,
shifting to second position on the fffst note of measure 116. In measure 104, the Dsharp grace note can be played withfirstfingerand the G-sharp grace note with second
finger, thereby eliminating the necessity to shift the position of afingeron a string
crossing (Ex 5.40).
Ex. 5.40: Fingering (meas. 116-117)
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In measure 111, one might consider playing the seventh note of the measure as a
stopped note rather than a harmonic, since it does belong to the melody hneratherthan
the accompaniment (Ex. 5.41).
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Ex. 5.41: Fmgering (meas. I l l )
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The espressivo melody which begins in measure 119 is more intense than the previous
theme and requires a very legato bow stroke through the first four measures. One way
to interpret the "espressivo" marking is to shde when the grace notes move upward to
the principal note, butfingerthe grace notes separately when they move downward to
the principal note. In measure 125, one must be prepared to make arathersubstantial
accelerando over a relatively short period of time. For expressive purposes, one may
wish to begin the descending scale in measure 133 at a shghtiyreservedtempo, and
then increase the speed as it mmbles down to the ttiU.
The second half of this measure involves a chromatic ascent which seems to
evaporate into thin air. This scale is difficult to execute cleanly. Upon careful
examination, it becomes apparent that the scale can be rhythmicaUy divided into groups
of four notes. These groups can be translated roughly into beats (Ex. 5.42). It is
possible to execute the scale with the bowings that are indicated in the score, using an
up-bow staccato stroke to conclude the scale. However, some viohnists may prefer to
begin the scale up-bow, using a down-bowricochetstroke on the latter part of the
scale, since thericochetbow stroke is generaUy more easUy executed on a down-bow.
In this case, thefirstportion of the scale, which is slmred together in one bow, can be
fingered chromaticaUy, using a differentfingerfor each note. This portion of the scale
can be practiced slowly, graduaUy increasing the speed untU a performance tempo is
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achieved. Thericochetportion of the scale can befingeredwith a singlefingershding
up the string to the C-sharp. It is not essential that one play precisely the pitches
notated, or that the bow bounce the correct number of times. It is important to achieve
the appropriate effect Since it is impossible to practicetiiericochetbowing at a
reduced tempo, one can practice the shde up to tempo so that it lasts the equivalent of
three beats. While practicing this gesture alone, one should take note oftiiepoint in the
bow where thericochetbegins most successfuUy, so that the previous slur can be timed
to end at that point in the bow. The bow wiU have to be lifted shghtiy off the suing
when the bow changes direction in order to initiate the ricochet The last four eighth
notes are not included in thericochetstroke. Each note should receive its own
deliberate bow stroke (although they might aU be in the same direction), graduaUy
diminishing in volume and speed. A nice effect can be achieved by playing the final
note as a harmonic (Ex. 5.42).
Ex. 5.42: Rhythnuc division, bowing, andfingering(meas. 133)
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The next variation is composed entuely ofright-and left-hand pizzicati. The effect
should be that of a xylophone which is stmck witii hard maUets. The biggest problem
intillsvariation is keepmg tiie sbcteentii notes even astiiehands altemate plucking the
strings and especially when either hand isresponsiblefor two or more consecutive
notes. Therighttiiumbshould be anchored on the comer oftiiefingerboardin order
for therighthand to have maximum control, andtiiestring should be plucked attiieend
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oftiiefingerboardm order to produce a brighter tone. The slurred pizzicati are played
by draggingtiieforefingerratiierheavUy overtiireestrings sotiiattiieymove strictiy in
tempo. It is important that the notes which make up the melody are heard distinctiy,
espedaUy when they occur at the end of a slur. The second, third, and fourth fingers
of tiie left hand can aU be utihzed to pluck tiie suing (Ex. 5.43). Intiiefollowing
example, the curledfingernumbers indicatetiiefmger with whichtiiesuing is to be
plucked.
Ex. 5.43: Fingering (meas. 134-137)
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A potential tonal problem can be avoided whentiieleft hand is plucking a note also
fingered bytiieleft hand, by making suretiiattiiefingertiiatis stoppingtiiestring is
planted firmly on the fingerboard.
The next variation, which begins in measure 150, is performed bytiieorchestt-a
witiiout tiie soloist The solo enttance at measurc 165 immediatdy followstiieftiU
orchestra's crescendo to a cadence. Therefore,tiiepizzicato notes must enter witii as
much sound and brUhance as possible. The ensuing variation is played almost entirely
using natural haniionics, resulting in atimbremuch hketiiatof a whistie or a primitive
flute. As witii aU harmonics,tiiewhole bow should be used fredy witii a moderate
amount of weight and placed near the bridge. The dynamic marking of piano is a
relative indication,revealuigmore abouttiienamre oftiiisvariationtiianexactiy how
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the violin should be played. The subdued nature of the harmonics demands that they be
played with as much tonal presence as possible.
A slight accelerando may be taken in the two measures leading into the Allegro
which begins in measure 184. This is the nx)straucousof aU the variations and
exhibits the character of the Gypsyfiddletune. It should be played in about the middle
third of the bow with a good amount of weight on the strings. Some of the pattems of
string crossings are tricky. Thesefragmentscan berepeatedslowly in order to
accurately train therighthand to maneuver the bow to the appropriate string or strings.
The trUled variation which begins in measure 192 can be played without
crossing to the A string in order to maintain the briUiant timbre of the E string. Playing
with fuU bows wiU promote the whirlwind effect of this dance. One may wish to make
a shghtritardandoin measures 200 and 201 in order to make a smooth transition to the
slower dance which foUows. For a dramatic effect, one might consider changing to an
up-bow in measure 201, shding up to the octave D on a slur, and increasing the bow
speed before the bow comes off the string at thefrog(Ex. 5.44).
Ex. 5.44: Bowing (meas. 200-202)
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At the Meno vivo, Grandioso in measure 202, the character is bold and
deliberate. The first measure can even be dehberate totiiepoint of being shghtiy under
tempo, but the tempo of tiie dance should be estabhshed by thetiiirdmeasure. The tone
quahty can be enriched by playingtiieentire dance, except for the arpeggios and the
pizzicato chord, ontiieG suing. One might consider changingtiiebowing intiiefirst
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measure. By slurring and sUding from the last note over the bar line, the bold nature of
the dance is enhanced (Ex. 5.45).
Ex. 5.45: Bowing (meas. 202-203)
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The same idea of slurring over the bar hne may be wpphed to the last notes in measures
211 and 214. Since the arpeggiofiguresmove so quickly it is best to use a minimum
of arm motion, instead using primarily the hand and forearm to move the bow across
the strings. On the pizzicato chord in measure 206, it is important that the top note
speak clearly, since that is the note which belongs to the melodic hne. The last measure
can be slowed somewhat so that the dance does not end too abmptiy.
After a briefrespitefor the violmist, thefinaldance begins in measure 227. The
very nature of the jumping melody gives this dance a hvely, sassy character.
Additionally, the sprightiy character can be enhanced by making the unslurred eighth
notes very short and crisp. It is wise not to play this first presentation of the theme too
quickly, for there wiU be ample opportunity to play it faster as the tempo increases in
later variations. A shght raUentando in measure 236 wUl dehver a graceful cadence and
prepare for the slower tempo in the section which foUows.
Thefirstvariation in measure 237 is marked "Esitando," which means hesitant
or uncertain. As the tempo moves ahead, one might wish to play the notes at the Vivo
in measure 239 off the string, but sufficient bow must be used on the harmonics to
make them ring clearly. In the second half of this variation, which begins in measure
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241, tiie bow should slaptiiestring sotiiatit approxunates the tone of tiie left-hand
pizzicato. The left-hand fingers should be curved weU over the strings so that they can
grab the stringsfromthe side.
The transitional section beginning at measure 245 serves to buUd the exdtement
of the piece through an increase in dynamics and speed. The tempo begins Moderato,
and should be interpreted conservatively since there are many indications for an everincreasing tempo before the end of the piece. The chromaticrisebeginning in measure
250 can be fingered with the samefingersm the same pattem on each half-step ascent
AUfingersshould be left ontiiestring, shding as a unit to each new position. A very
aggressive bow su-oke is required here. It wiU be necessary to use the elbow to
facUitate therapidand extreme string crossings.
At the Meno vivo in measure 253 the tempo puUs back again. The dynantic
level is fortissimo, so the passage should be played near the frog with a very heavy
bow stroke. The followingfingeringmight solve some technical difficulties for the left
hand in measures 259-260 (Ex. 5.46).
Ex. 5.46: Fingering (meas. 259-260)
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The variation of thetiiemeusing harmonics, which begins in measure 263,
should be played legato. One should play the harmonics as iftiieywere forte if they are
to be heard at aU. The arpeggiated pizzicati in measure 269 can be played by pladng the
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forefinger on the G string and then dragging thefingerheavUy over the strings.
Another option is to play the arpeggiatedp/zz/cari in the foUowing manner (Ex. 5.47).
Ex. 5.47: Pizzicati chords (meas. 269-272)
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The chords which are marked with up-bow symbols are strummed with the back of the
finger in the direction of high to low strings whUe the chords marked down-bow are
played in the traditional fashion. Regardless of the manner in which one chooses to
execute the arpeggios, the pizzicati chords wiU probably sound better if they are aU
played in the traditional manner of pluckingfix)mlow to high strings.
The orchestra slows the tempo once again in measure 273 in preparation for the
Meno vivo. In measure 276, the solo violin launches a perpetual motion which wiU
persist to thefinalchords of the piece. The tempo should beginratherdehberately since
there is a long accelerando to come. The notes can be played spiccato with the bow
bouncing quite high off the string, creating a rather coarse androguishtone color. As
the dance progresses, the distance that the bow leaves the string wiU change in
accordance with the mitigating factors of tempo and dynamics. The bow wiU remain
closer to the string as the tempo and dynamic levels increase. One may wish to
embelhsh each duninuendo witii a very shght raUentando, since in each case tiie
diminuendo is foUowed by arestatementof the theme. By measure 307,tiiebow
should be on the string and shouldremainthere for the duration of the piece. The
tempo slows abmptiy and for the last time in measure 320. Generous amounts of bow
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should be usedfix)mthis point untU the end of the piece, creating a wUd and maniacal
race to the finish. The last note before the pizzicato can be played with a ringing
harmonic. The final cadence can be performed effectively either by keeping the tempo
moving all the way to the end, or by playing the last three chords more dehberately.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY
The worics of Maurice Ravel that have been studied in this document have made
a significant contribution to the concertrepertoireof the violinist Each is a unique and
inspired addition to its specific genre. These works are not for the novice, for they
each require a practiced and established technique, a mamre sensibihty, andtiieabihty
to interpret a varied specuiim of styles. A selective background intiiemusic of otiier
Impressionist composers, Paganini, and Mozart, as well as Hungarian music, jazz, and
blues, is desirable before the violinist undertakes these particular works.
Ravel is largely remembered andrespectedas an orchesuial colorist In his
works, he explores the full range oftimbresavailablefromevery instmment This is
true also in the virmoso violin hterature. Many of the difficulties found in these pieces
stemfiromRavel's exploration of the broad spectrum of tonal colors and sonorities
which are avaUablefromthe viohn. The abundance of coloristic devices such as
various types of pizzicati, natural and artificial harmonics, glissandi,ricochet,etc., is
evidence of Ravel's penchant for tonal effects.
In Ravel's later works, that is, those works composed after 1920, the focus
shiftsfroma vertical or chordal stmcture to a horizontal or hnear stmcture. The
melodic hne becomes more important than the harmonic design. The result of this shift
is more independence of the individual voices and a more transparent texture. The
frequent occurrence of passages using bitonal harmonies or bi-rhythms is a logical
outgrowth of independent parts. This type of writing places special demands on the
performers. Since the texture is moreti-ansparent,the necessity for clean playing is
essential. Greater sensitivity to tonal color, as opposed to sonority, is required.
Balance becomes very important since aU parts must be clearly identifiable at aU times.
Each part maintains a constant position of importance. Yet, whUe maintaining
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independence, each part is bound to the other by rhythni, style, and nxxxl. A tight
ensemble is no less important because of the independence of individual parts.
The violin plays a variety ofrolesas the texture changes intiiesepieces. In the
Sonata for Violin and Cello, the violin functions as an equal parmer in a dialogue
between two voices. The nature of the piano aUows for the simultaneous production of
more than one melodic hne. Thus, in the Sonata for Violin and Piano, the texture
varies primarilyfromone to three contrapuntal voices. In general, the viohn provides
one voice, whUe each hand oftiiepiano provides another. On occasion,tiietexture
becomes homophonic, as in the second movement where one voice offers harmonic
support to a dominant melodic hne. In Tzigane, the viohn performs botii as an
unaccompanied solo voice in the introduction, and subsequentiy as a solo voice
supported by orchestra. However,ratherthan having an equal voice as it does in the
sonatas, the viohn plays a dominantrolem Tzigane.
When discussing the Sonata for Violin and Piano, Ravel explained that he was
writing for two incompatible instmments. In thefirstmovement thisrelationshipis
difficult to recognize since the two instruments share the primary melody and many of
the accompanyingfigures,although never simultaneously. As the piece proceeds, the
differences become more apparent For example, in the "Blues" movement, the piano
keeps a steady pulse whUe the viohn plays a sliding improvisatory melody. In the last
movement, the two instmments diverge even further as the viohn takes off in a scutthng
perpetual motion whUe the piano nips and pecks at seemingly unrelated material. The
Sonata for Violin and Cello, on the other hand, features two insuiiments of unified
character. The violin and the ceUo share and trade melodic material and interact
contrapuntally. Here the two instruments are equal partners, intertwined with and
dependent upon the otiier, while in the Sonata for Violin and Piano (particularly the
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second and third movements), the two instruments are equal, but separate, each
approaching the music from its own comer.
Each of the three works demands a tremendous amount of technical mastery.
The pmnacle is reached m the fu^tfifty-eightmeasures of Tzigane which are devoted to
the solo violin in a briUiant and impassioned display of virmosic technique. The
remainder of the woric which is accompanied by orchestra is also demanding. Hd^ne
Jourdan-Morhange said of Ravel's exploitation of tiie viohn intiuswork, "He wanted
to outdo the devU!"l Ravel created a piece which chaUenges and celebrates the
viohnist The technical requirements of the sonatas are perhaps not as extensive or
unrenutting, but no less difficult However, Ravel did not write these works in order
to glorify the performers, but instead, to explore and expand the sonorous parameters
of the insOiiments. The difficulties are simply aresuhof the requu-ements of the music
itself. The sonatas challenge the performers and the hstener, and celebrate the music.
Ravel's conception of thematic material is twofold. On one hand, he is able to
write extended melodies of great sensitivity which evoke a variety of moods. Melodies
such as these introduce the third movement of the Sonata for Violin and Cello and the
first movement of the Sonata for Violin and Piano. The chaUenge for the performer lies
in phrasing the line appropriately. This is sometimes difficult because of the extensive
length of the melodic line. One must also practicerestraintin order to play the line
expressively without making it overly sentimental. The other type oftiiematicmaterial
found in Ravel's works is the short fragment The performance problem inherent with
this type of theme is unifying thefi-agmentsm order to give the music direction and
forward motion. Most often, in a single movement. Ravel uses a combination of
lengthy themes and short thematic fragments.

iPerlemuter, p. 78.
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One of the most important elements of Ravel's music is rhythm, a charaaeristic
evident m each of tiie three works. In the Sonata for Violin and Cello,tiierhythmic
element is most prominent in the second and the fourth movements. In the second
movement, the constantrepetitionof four measure groups creates a march-like
character. The opening theme of the fourth movement has as its most poignant feature
the dance rhythm which is played with a percussive bow stroke. Each movement of the
Sonata for Violin and Piano displays a significant rhythmic element In the fu^t
movement, it can be found in thefirstfour notes, a short rhythmic motive inserted
intermittentiy which lends the movement a sense of forward motion. In the second
movement, the plodding chords which open the movement act as the pulsating heart
beat. In the third movement, the unremitting sixteenth notes propel the work to a close.
In Tzigane, the basis for the piece is a series of Gypsy dances of which the essential
element is rhythm. The changing tempos make it no less rhythmic, and even caU
attention to the rhythm.
Ravel was very attracted to dance mnes. They were often his inspiration and he
incorporated the elements of folk tunes and dance music into many of his works.
Jourdan-Morhange shares some insights on this subject
We know how attracted Ravel was to dance tunes; minuets,
pavanes, a forlane, arigaudonand waltzes inspired some of his most
beautiful pages. Even in the chamber music dance themes can be found;
the Blues of the Sonata for violin and piano, and even the great largos of
the Trio and the Duo for violin and 'ceUo could be assimUated into noble
sarabandes. . . . Ravel is Basque . . . this inchnation for dance
rhythms is one of the characteristic features of the Basques, and I think
it is in the Basque soU that one must dig tofindthe roots which bind
Ravel so particularly to the dance. Moreover the imposed form was a
hmitation~and Ravel liked hmitations so much! No one knew better
than he how to yield to the form whilst keeping his own personal
hallmark.2

^Ibid., p. 73.
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Many styhstic influences are represented in these three worics, from the cool,
detached air of the Sonata for Violin and Cello to the lusty and impassioned lines of
Tzigane. The Sonata for Violin and Cello can most aptiy be classified as neoclassical in
design. The composer deftiy manipulates contemporary features within afi-ameworkof
thinner textures and traditional forms. In this work, aU four movements are classically
consuiicted and bespeak the clear contrapuntal dialogue of that style. The texture is
reduced to only two essentiaUy melodic voices. The writing is clean and precise. This
is the most cerebral and impassive of the three works.
Ravel has also chosen the sonata format for his work for violin and piano,
although the internal design of each movement is less distinct It is interesting to find
three movements of such diverse character, yettiedtogether with a unifying thread of
thematic material and bitonal harmonies. The first movement displays some
characteristics of Impressionism with its dreamy melodies,ripplingaccompaniments,
and even a token whole-tone motive. The second movement represents a completely
different style which incorporates jazz elements. Ravel's use of glissandi, portamenti,
and suiimmed/7/zzicari reqmres a type of playing that would be totaUy inappropriate m
the duo or even in the other movements of this sonata. The third movement unifies the
sonata thematicaUy, but the nature of the movement is farremovedfrom the other two.
Strictiy from the violinist's viewpoint, there is very httie to consider in this movement
beyond technical mastery.
Tzigane lacks the seriousness of the two sonatas. It was a diversionary project
for Ravel. He composed itrelativelyquickly, without deliberating over it as he did the
sonatas. Tzigane is moreromanticin conception, foUowing in the style of the Slavonic
and Hungarian dances of Brahms and Liszt. Due to the rhapsodic nature of the work
and the abundance of descriptive instmctions in the score, there are many more
interpretive possibihties open to the performer. However, the conservative
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uismimentation and dehcate orchesttation once againrevealRavel's neoclassical
inclinations.
The works discussed in this document are among the most difficult in the violin
repertoire. The preceding analysis is designed to assist the violinist in understanding
the constmction of the works, conquering the technical difficulties encountered, gaining
some insights as to interpretive aspects, and playing in the appropriate style. However,
Ravel himself said, "Real art, Irepeat,is not to be recognized by definition, or revealed
by analysis: we sense its manifestations and we feel its presence: it is apprehended in
no other way."^

3Ravel, "Contemporary Music," quoted in Orenstein, A Ravel Reader, p. 47.
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given when available. Additional information includes assisting performers, followed
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Ph.D. Lecture Recital
SONATE POUR VIOLON ET VIOLONCELLE BY MAURICE RAVEL

Tuesday, June 5,1984, 8:15 p.m.
Hemmie Recital Hall

I. LECTURE
Ravel's Life and Music
The Sonate pour Violon et Violoncelle
II.

PERFORMANCE
Sonate pour Violon et Violoncelle (1920-22)
Allegro
Tr6s vif
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Vif, avec entrain

Maurice Ravel
(1875-1937)

This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for
the Ph.D. in Fine Arts degree. Ms. Baer is a student of James Barber.
Advisors for the lecture are Richard McGowan and James Barber.
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PARTI
LECTURE
Maurice RavpTs f^^^^^^ for Vinlin anH Pi-lln

Good Evening Ladies and Gentiemen:
The subject of my presentation tonight is Ravel's Sonata for VioUn and Cello.
It is my hopetiiatI might provide you witii some insights intotiieunique style of his
music. This style is a product of diverse influences, for Ravel was well acquainted
witii music from all nationalities and periods of history. He was, however, particularly
dedicated to his own national heritage. These influences were aU integrated witii his
compulsion for technical perfection and resulted intiicclarity, balance, and taste which
is so evident in his music.
Maurice Ravel was bom in the tiny vUlage of Qboure, located in the
soutiiwestem tip of France, on March 7,1875. Shortly after his birth, Maurice's
family moved to Paris and it was in this center of European artistic life that he made his
home for therestof his Ufe. Maurice began his musical training at the age of seven,
and at fourteen he was admitted to the Paris Conservatory where he studied piano and
harmony for six years. After a leave of two years, hereturnedto the conservatory in
order to study composition with Gabriel Faur6. Unfortunately, however. Ravel was
not able to suffidentiy impress the faculty at the conservatory, and he was dismissed
after three years. He continued to audit Faur6's classes, however, and under Fame's
tutelage Ravel attempted on five occasions between the years 1900 and 1906, to obtain
the Prix de Rome. Because of hisrefusalto abide by traditional academic mles in
composition. Ravel failed each time to capturetiieprize, despite the recognition which
he had already received from audiences and publishers. In the foUowing years. Ravel
broke all ties with the conservatory and thus, he no longer had to contend with the
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narrow-minded dogmatisms of academic autiiorities. Instead he was confronted witii
tiie varied opinions which his controversial music sparked amongtiiecritics.
Since 1900. Ravel had affUiated himself witii and was spunrd on by a group of
artists caUedtiieApaches, whose aestiietic purpose it was to support and defend
contemporary art,regardlessof public consensus. Uter. in 1909, Ravel was
instramental in initiatingtiieSoci6t^ Musicale Ind^pendante, a group of musicians
sympatiietic to new developments in music. Supported by his admirers and undaunted
by his critics. Ravel produced, intiiepre-World War I years, works for voice and
piano, for piano alone, an opera, a ballet, and otiier works for various ensembles.
Anxious to serve his country intiiewar, Ravel enUsted as a track-driver witiitiiemotor
transport corps. Due to his service in the war, his poor healtii, andtiiedevastating
emotional effects of his motiier's deatii in 1917, Ravel's musical output dwindled to
nearly notiung. Ravel's creative momenmmreturnedin 1919 and he began working on
several commissions and transcriptions. During the foUowing years. Ravel made
several tours of Europe, appearing as soloist, accompanist, and conductor in concerts
of his own works. During tiie 1920s, Ravel produced aU of his solo literature for
violin, a second opera, and various chamber works. In 1928, the success of a fourmonth tour of the United States and (Hanada led to the broadening of his international
reputation. Following this tour Ravel completed only four morc works: Bolero, which
became his most widely recognized composition, two piano concertos, and Don
Quichotte d Dulcinie, a song cycle for voice and orchestra. Beginning in 1932, Ravel
suffered a degenerative brain disease which precluded any further attempts at
composition. Ravel spent his final years making brief tours, attending concerts, and
advising young composers. An unsuccessful brain operationresultedin his death on
December 28,1937.
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Ravel's ideas about music were estabhshed during his student years and
remained fairiy consistenttiiroughouthis career. Many of histiioughtswere rooted in
the classical tradition. He recommended to his studentstiiatthey leam by tiioroughly
studying the scores of old as weU as recent masters, a practice which he applied to his
own artistry. A perfectionist himself. Ravel was impressed by tiie technical precision
and symmetry found in the works of Mozart, and was furthermore deUghted by the
expressive variety found in those works. These two traits Ravel adopted as his own.
He held less regard for the grandiose proportions of works of the Romantic period and
adopted a less comphcated texture in his own compositions. He admired the lyricism
of Chabrier, Faur6. Schumann. Chopin, and Bellini, and favored melodic repetition
over motivic development Ravel was also greatiy influenced by the nationaUstic traits
of the Russian. Spanish, and Hungarian composers, specificaUy their spontaneity,
modality, and exoticisiXL In Debussy. Ravel found a kindred spirit, someone who
shared his appreciation of smaller, less complicated forms. However. Ravel placed
more importance on the melodic line within a tonalframework,while Debussy
emphasized a fluid, amalgamous texture within an elusive tonality. Ravel was critical
of Debussy's formal treatment in that he felt it lacked the one element that Ravel
absolutely demanded of form, that is, continuity of interest Ravel's music, then, is
reflective of the influences of a long history of tradition as weU as the revolutionary
ideas of his colleagues.
Composition did not come easily for Ravel, and in his lifetime, he completed
only about sixty works. Ravel was meticulous in his attention to detaU, working and
reworking parts untU he was completely satisfied witii tiie results. He is particularly
well-known for his genius as an orchestrator and he transcribed, in various ways,
nearly half of his own works, as well as many works by other composers. He took a
keen interest in instrumental technique and exploited tiie fiiU potential of the sonorities
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of each instrament Witiiin a work of sparse instrumentation, he was able to command
a great variety of colorful effects. For tiie most part. Ravel was a miniattirist, confining
himself to smaUer fonns andtiiinnertextures. He generaUy preferred traditional
stractures, and only occasionally deviated to less famUiar forms. His harmonic
language was a logical outgrowtii of tiiat of his predecessors. At a time when many
composers were favoring techniques which completely obhterated tonahty. Ravel
maintained tiie tradition of a basicaUy diatonic language.
Ravel was more interested in linear motion than in harmonic construction. His
melodies characteristicaUy combine traits of modem tonahty and older modal systems.
Of tiiese systems. Ravel preferred tiie Dorian and Phrygian modes, altiiough he also
employed pentatonic scales, gapped scales, and original modes. His melodies are
generaUy developed by sequence orrepetitionratiier than motivic development as was
customary in the Classical and Romantic periods.
RhythmicaUy, Ravel's music is fairly straightforward in comparison with that
of his contemporaries. His rhythms were often inspired by dances and folk songs.
For the most part. Ravel contented himself with traditional meters, but when he did
write something out of the ordinary, it was not comphcated.
One of the main charaaeristics of Ravel's works is his cychc treatment of
material. Nearly aU of his works employ recurrent themes or devices for the purpose of
unifying and sohdifying a work.
Ravel composed several chamber works which employ strings. I will briefly
acquaint you with a few in which strings dominate. Each of these works is set in a
standard medium and adheres to a traditional stracture. The string quartet was written
in 1903 during his years at the conservatory and was dedicated to his teacher, Gabriel
Faur6. The first movement was submitted for the composition prize and demonstrates
what the faculty at the conservatory regarded as grounds for dismissal. Today it is
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considered a monument intiiehterature for string quartet The Trio for Violin, Cello,
and Piano was completed in 1914.tiieresultof a six-year project This work is fuU of
tfie instrumental flair and color which is characteristic of Ravel's later compositions for
strings. His next chamber work wastiieSonata for Violin and Cello, completed in
1922. Tzigane was written in 1924 as a concert rhapsody. It was originaUy written for
viohn and piano and later Ravel arranged it for violin and orchestra. This work reveals
the influence of Paganini in the virtuosic writing and also the influence of Liszt in its
Gypsy flavor. Th& Sonatafor Violin and Piano y^zscompltXcA'm 1921. The second
movement,titied"Blues." is an adaptation of jazz, in which the instruments imitate a
plucked banjo and a sliding saxophone. It is interesting to note that Ravel attempted
only one work for each particular medium. These various combination afforded him
the opportunity tofindunique solutions to the problems of balance and color.
The instrumentation of the Sonata for Violin and Cello was not originated by
Ravel. In the eighteenth century, combinations such as violin and viola de gamba or
violin and cello were very popular. Stamitz. Boccherini, Haydn, and Pleyel were
among a number of Classical composers who wrote viohn and ceUo duos. Virtually
nothing was written for this combination again untU the twentieth century, probably
because composers of the Romantic period preferred mediums which provided tiiicker
textures. Kodaly wrote his famous Duo for Violin and Cello in 1914, eight years
before Ravel's duo was completed. Ravel was very interested in Kodaly's music, so
even though Kodaly's duo was not published until 1922, it is possible that Ravel was
aware of the work and had seen the score.
Ravel began working on the Duo for Violin and Cello, as it was originally
tided, in tiie summer of 1920. The first movement of the duo was dedicated to tiie
memory of Debussy, who had died just two years earher. The movement was
commissioned by Henry Prani^res, the editor oftiieperiodical. La Revue Musicale, for
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a special issue commemorating Debussy. The first movement of tiie duo appeared in
tiie musical supplement to tiie December 1920 issue of tiie magazine. Owing to Ravel's
preoccupation witii otiier compositions, tours, and otiier engagements, tiie completion
of tiie entire work was delayed until February of 1922. At tiiat time however, he
realized tiiat "tiie scherzo was too long and ugly" (Seroff, 227) and so he started over
witii fresh material. The premiere of tiie duo, which Ravel was not able to attend, took
place in Paris on April 6 at one of tiie concerts of tiie Soci6t6 Musicale hid^pendente.
The performing artists were violinist H61fene Jourdan-Morhange and ceUist Maurice
Mar6chal. Reportedly, tiiere were more dissonances in the performance tiian Ravel had
actuaUy written, and the work was met with mixed reviews. Subsequent performances
of the work were received with more enthusiasnL The sonata is now one among a
handful of currentiy performed compositions for this instrumentation and is a major
part of the repertoire. It is widely performed and many recordings of the woik are
readily avaUable.
In the Sonata for Violin and Cello, Ravel reduces the texture to a minimum,
using the two instmments in an essentiaUy melodic style. Ravel himself said of the
piece: "I think this sonata marks a turning-point in my career. The music is stripped
down to the bone. The aUure of harmony isrejectedand increasingly there is a retum
of emphasis on melody." (Nichols, Ravel, 111) Ravel's treatment of the texture is
basically limited to writing for two independent melodic lines or one melodic hne with
accompaniment Ravel uses both of these options equaUy, only occasionally leaving
either insttnment to play alone. He manages to maintain a dehcate balance between two
equal instmments in a way that creates interest withoutregrettingthe exclusion of otiier
instmments.
Ravel chooses the stmcture of the sonata for this work, a form whose origins
date back as far as the seventeenth century. It has been used extensively in every
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period of history since then. This sonata is comprised of the Classical four
movements, ordered in a fast-fast-slow-fast arrangement As is characteristic of
Ravel's writing, cyclicttieattiientbinds the four movements togetiier. There are two
basic unifying devices which are used as prominent ideas in each movement The first
device is the vacUlation between the major and minor mode of a single triadresultingin
a clear tonal center, but an ambiguous mode. The examples oftiiisdevice which I wiU
play for you can be found as Example 1 on your example sheet
Ex. 1: First mvt. opening five notes andretrograde,violin
The first movement opens with this major-minor idea and sets the stage for the bimodal
character which wiU pervadetiieentire work.
The second unifying device involves the sequencing of consecutive major
sevenths. This particular succession of pitches suggests that Ravel might be using a
nine- or ten-tone row. In these passages. Ravel seems to be approaching the atonal
harmonies of Schoenberg. Ravel uses this device both melodically and harmonically as
shown in Example 2. We wUl demonstrate each of these versions. First, the melodic
version.
Ex. 2a: First mvt, meas. 52-55, violin
Now. the harmonic version.
Ex. 2b: First mvt.. meas. 142-149. violin and cello
Thefirstmovement of the sonata, marked "Allegro," is in sonata aUegro form.
The main themes fromtiiisand the other movements are hsted on your example sheet
sotiiatyou mayrefertotiiemas we go along. The exposition begins witiitiieA majorminorfigureas an accompaniment totiiefirsttiieme,which is divided into two parts.
The melody intiiefirstpart is intiieDorian mode. The composite tonahties tiien,
involve a melody in A Dorian over an A major-minor accompaniment You may refer
to Example 3 as we demonstrate this passage.
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Ex. 3: First mvt, meas. 5-17, violin and ceUo
The second part oftiiistiiemeemploystiiepattern of consecutive major seventiis over
an accompaniment in the Phrygian mode, as shown in Example 4.
Ex. 4: First mvt, meas. 47-50, violin and ceUo
The second theme employs an mteresting and novel rhythmic device in which the violin
plays on each beat whUe the ceUo plays on each off-beat creating an agitated
syncopation. This is seen in Example 5.
Ex. 5: First mvt, meas. 69-76, violin and ceUo
At the development, the tempo quickens and the violin introduces a new dance-like
theme in the Dorian mode. The major-minorfigureand the second theme are also
incorporated in this section. This development theme is shown in Exarr^le 6.
Ex. 6: First mvt., meas. 112-120, violin
Therecapitulationre-estabhshes the original tempo and corresponds to the stmcture of
the exposition fen* the most part A short coda brings the movement to a close and the
last four chords—A minor, G major, D minor, A major-haunt us with the yet unsettied
mode.
The second movement exhibits the character of a scherzo and is marked 'Tres
vif." It is a movement that makes extensive use of motivicrepetition,instrumental
effects, and percussive rhythmic pattems. Triple or duple meters are commonly used in
scherzos, and Ravel augments thisttaditionby using them both, sometimes
simultaneously. Similarly, he superimposes contrasting key signatures. For example,
there is a section in the movement wheretiieviohn part hasfiveflatsandtiieceUo has
none, and anotiier wheretiieceUo has fourflatsand the viohn has two sharps. Several
passages such astiieserevealRavel's intent to create bitonal sonorities. The movement
opens witii the major-minor triad motive ontiielevel of A in hocket a device which
Ravel borrowed fromtiiemedievalttadition,which is executed in the rapid alternation
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between two voices of a single pitch or group of pitches. The motive is shown in
Example 7 and the hocket device results intiiefoUowing effect
Ex. 7: Second mvt. meas. 1-8. violin and ceUo
This motive isrepeatedand omamented several times before a second imitative motive
enters. This motive is shown in Example 8.
Ex. 8: Second mvt.. meas. 65-73, violin and ceUo
FinaUy a melodic theme is introduced and at this point the instmments seem to be
playing in competition with one another. The violin presents a pizzicato theme in E-flat
Dorian mode in duple meter, while the ceUo plays harmonics on the level of C major in
triple meter. This is Ulustrated in Example 9.
Ex. 9: Second mvt, meas. 99-114. violin and cello
The foUowing theme is httie moretiiana series of pedals overtiierepeatedmajor-minor
triadfigure,as you can see in Example 10.
Ex. 10: Second mvt., meas. 184-191, violin and cello
Therestof the movement develops thetiiemesand motives presentedtiiusfar, with
occasional punctuations of the cychc major seventii chords. The movement ends witii
tiie delicate pianissimo often found in a scherzo, cadencing first on an A major chord,
but then shifting subtiy to afinalA minor chord.
In cono^t totiieratiier harsh and driving second movement tiie opening of tiie
tiiird movement is completely lyrical and subdued. The movement is in simple ternary
form The melancholyfirsttiiemein Dorian mode isfirststated bytiiesolo cello and
later taken up bytiieviohn. Example 11 showstiiebeginning oftiiislovely tiieme.
Ex. 11: Third mvt, meas. 1-4, cello
The secondtiiemeis more agitated, consisting of altemating major and minor seventii
intervals,tiiatis. a combination of tiie two cyclic devices of which I spoke earher. This
idea is clarified in Example 12.
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Ex. 12: Third mvt. meas. 34-38. viohn
Tension is buih uptiiroughan increase in volume and tempo and a gradual ascent to tiic
upper ranges of botii instilments. Witiitiierettmioftiiefirsttiieme,botii insttuments
are muted. Thistimetiieviohn playstiietiieme,accompanied by a ceUo obbhgato. The
movement concludes witiitiiemelodicresolutionoftiieopening notes oftiiemovement
harmonized in paraUel fifths.
Thefinalmovement oftiiework is the most dynamic oftiiefour. It is marked
"Vif. avec entrain" meaning quickly, witii spirit It is inrondoform consisting of tfie
rondotfiemeandtfireecontt^ting episodes. Therondotheme is marked by several
repetitions of a short vigorous melody in Dorian mode. The unequal phrase sttiicture
suggeststiiattiietiiememight have been inspired by a foUc dance. Example 13 shows
this theme which is presented initiaUy as a ceUo solo.
Ex. 13: Fourth mvt. meas. 1-6. ceUo
A secondary theme proceeds to a bitonal segment which culminates with a firm cadence
in C major. The first episoderetumsto Dorian mode with the melody in the viohn over
a sustained triU in the ceUo. This melody is shown in Example 14.
Ex. 14: Fourth mvt, meas. 100-106, violin
A very short refrain concludes with another C major cadence. The second episode is a
march-like melody buUt on the pentatonic scale. It is presented altemately by the two
instmments, varied and set against different accompaniments. This second episode is
shown in Example 15.
Ex. 15: Fourth mvt., meas. 168-175, cello
The rondo themeretumsonce again, omamented with grace notes and multiple-stopped
chords. The pattem of consecutive major sevenths serves as the material for the third
episode, which is subsequentiy treated in combination with its inversion in a short
fugato passage. This theme and its inversion are Ulustrated in Example 16.
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Ex. 16: Fourth mvt. meas. 290-301. viohn
In the final retum oftiierondotiieme.the original material istteatedcanonicaUy in
combination witii material fromtfiesecond andtftirdepisodes as weU astfiemajorminor motive of tiie previous movements. This section,tiierefore,serves to sum up
not only this movement but in a cychcal manner, the entire sonata as weU. The
movement ends resolutely in C major.
In his writing for violin and ceUo, Ravel uses many coloristic devices, some of
which are technicaUy quite difficult to execute. All of these devices had been used
previously in virtuoso violin works by composers such as Paganini and Sarasate.
Ravel, however, was a leader in using these devices so extensively in the context of a
chamber work. Also, Ravel never intended these devices to show off the virtuosic
prowess of the performers, but rather to expand the range of sonorities available from
stringed instmments. For example, in the duo, there is an extensive use of harmonics
within the melodic phrases, as weU as in extended accompaniment figures. The effect
of harmonics creates an austere, airy sound in which the use of vibrato is ehminated
Mr. Follows wUl demonstrate a short passage composed entirely of harmonics.
Ex.: First mvt, meas. 284-289, cello
In other passages. Ravel uses series of open strings where, again, the notes are devoid
of vibrato. This also produces a series of parallel openfiftiis,a sonority which Ravel
enjoyed. Mr. Follows?
Ex.: First mvt, meas. 52-60, cello
Another way in which tiie color is shaded istiiroughtiieuse of mutes, giving tiie
insttimients a more subdued tone quahty. Yet anotiier notable effect istiiatwhich is
prxxiuced by playing a melody all on a single string. This demands that very high
positions be used on the lower strings.
Ex.: Third mvt., meas. 13-17, violin
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Ravel also writes material fortiieceUo intiieextteme high range sotiiattfieinstrument
reaches, even rises above the violin.
Ex.: First mvt., meas. 30-38, viohn and ceUo
There are otfier techniquestfiatRavel employs which have a percussive effect
One of tiiese isricochetbowing, which is used intiielast movement Heretiiebow is
slapped on the stting in a manner thatresemblesaraffontiiesnare dmm.
Ex.: Fourth mvt., meas. 13-14, viohn
A second percussive technique is pizzicato, which Ravel employs in a variety of ways.
One way is to altemate quicklyfromarco to pizzicato.
Ex.: First mvt., meas. 229-235, ceUo
Another is to altemate between left-hand andright-handpizzicato.
Ex.: Second mvt., meas. 33-40, violin
Ravel also caUs for the very difficult string techiuque that requires bowing one string
while plucking another with the left hand.
Ex.: Fourthmvt., meas. 112-124, ceUo
Finally, Ravel uses chords, not only for harmonic support, but also for their percussive
impact
Ex.: Second mvt, meas. 369-376, violin and ceUo
In short, Ravel's mastery of coloristic and expressive effectsresultsin a wide variety of
soundsfromjust two instmments of simUar character and timbre.
Ravel composed at a time when aU of the arts were undergoing many exciting
and dramatic changes. The nineteenth century had seen a development of artistic
techniques that strove for the sohcitation of a highly emotional response from tiie
observer or hstener. At the end oftiiatcentury there began a trend toward art for the
sake of art and not for the sake of the emotional appeal. Artists and musicians became
concemed with the basic elements of their own particular medium. The visual artist
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became enchanted with therepresentationof not objects, but hght color, and form.
The coniposer concemed himself with the essential elements of sound and silence,
breaking the bonds of a previous age. Ravel was a part of this important transition.
The Sonata for Violin and Cello is evidence of his desire to simplify music, yet keep it
accessible to the listener. Ravel summed up his aesthetic principles by saying, "There
is nothing that music can not undertake to do, or dare, or portray, provided it continues
to charm and alwaysremainsmusic." (Orenstein,/?ave/.' Man and Musician, 111-US)
We wiU now perform Maurice Ravel's Sonata for Violin and Cello.
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MUSICAL EXAMPLES
Maurice Ravel's Sonata for Violin and Cftllo
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